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Abstract
ABSTRACT
THERMAL MASS FLOW MEASUREMENT
This thesis presents a comprehensive static model for a capillary type thermal mass- 
flow sensor for gases Using such a sensor, a meter is constructed which measures gas 
mass flow by means of a bypass arrangement which ensures a constant flow ratio 
between the sensor and the meters’ mam flow element
The model equations are derived using steady state heat transfer theory for both a 
simplified one-dimensional and a multi-region two-dimensional case Consideration 
of a two-dimensional model allows for the analysis of additional model parameters 
such as gas conductivity and heat loss However for such a model, the use of 
analytical methods to obtain a system solution is precluded due to the complexity of 
the system, and hence a numerical discretisation method, namely the finite difference 
scheme, is employed to compute the temperature field for the multiregional system 
Heating coils are used to heat the sensor tube and are included in a bridge 
arrangement The mass flow rate, as indicated by the instrument, is calculated as a 
function of the bridge voltage as detected by the coils, which also function as thermal 
sensors
A reduced model is developed by omitting negligible model terms Such a model may 
be then used as a design tool for the simulation and optimisation of the performance 
of the flow meter
Actual test rig results are used to validate the model and both sets of results correlate 
well for low mass flow rates However, there remains a noticeable difference between 
the two for the non-linear sections of the output curve and the reason for this remains 
to be ascertained Nevertheless, the model has proved beneficial in showing the effect 
of parameter changes and the sensor’s susceptibility to ambient temperature changes
Recommendations for future development and improvement are listed
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Introduction
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The purpose of any measuring system is to provide an observer with a numerical value 
corresponding to the variable being measured [1] A ll such variables are quantified in 
terms of seven fundamental and two supplementary physical units which include 
length, mass, time, and amount of substance
Mass and volume are among the macroscopic properties that all matter possesses 
Volume measurement presents few difficulties as one can pour the measurand into a 
container of known dimensions to obtain an answer at constant pressure and 
temperature In flow situations, to quantify mass, one needs to apply a force to the 
object whose mass is desired, measure the resulting acceleration, and utilise Newton’s 
second law This complication has led to research for methods which infer rather than 
directly measure mass, particularly for fluids [2 ]
The study of fluids can be traced back to the second century BC to some of the earliest 
discoveries in physics One thinks of pioneers such as Archimedes, Pascal, Newton, 
and the multi-disciplinarian Leonardo da Vinci for important discoveries in the field 
of fluid dynamics [3] Flow metering involves the measurement of the quantity or rate 
of flow of a moving fluid in a pipe or open channel [4] Specific interest lay in this 
area for the ancient Romans in their distribution of water through pipes and aqueducts 
[5]
Today flow metering, or flow rate measurement, is important for most industrial 
processes Gases, due to their thermal and compressible nature, need distinct methods 
to measure their flow rates Many process controls involve the metering of gases at a 
definite molar or mass flow rate to maintain efficient reactions This is especially true 
with regard to the brewing and semiconductor industries, for example, fermentation
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and device fabrication on wafers respectively [6 ] Volumetric measurement is not 
suitable for gases in these applications as the density of the gas w ill change with either 
changing temperature or pressure Mass flow rate (MFR) measurement of a gas can 
be determined by simultaneous measurement of the volume flow rate and the gas 
density Direct mass flow measurement is preferable because it offers a measurement 
which is unaffected by density, pressure, temperature, conductivity, and viscosity As 
a result it is inherently superior to volumetric measurement The most direct way to 
establish the MFR of a gas is to use a primary (or “direct” ) method and capture and 
record the mass that flows in a fixed time interval Direct results may be achieved by 
several different methods [7]
Thermal mass flow meters (MFMs) are gaining increasing importance as they are very 
sensitive for measuring gas mass flow rates, and have experienced most use for low 
flow (since excessive heat is added at high flow rates, as explained later in section 
2 3 1) The extra heat needed in high flow rate MFMs is to produce a measurable 
temperature differential while a lot of heat is being lost due to convection Thermal 
MFMs can be either immersible or capillary type and the latter is described below
The heart of every capillary type MFM and associated controller is the sensor This is 
made up of a thin capillary tube of high aspect ratio around which resistive heating 
coils are wound The sensor measures only a certain fraction of the flow for 
convenience and economic reasons (See Figure 1 1), while the mam flow travels 
through a bypass [8 ] Flow is initiated through the sensor because of a pressure 
difference across the bypass One can think of the bypass arrangement as being 
analogous to a current shunt
FLOW
Figure 1.1 Bypass arrangement o f MFM
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1.2 Project specification and thesis details
Meters based on these capillary type sensors suffer from a need for costly individual 
calibration without appropriate attention being paid to the reason of this requirement 
This adds unwanted time and expense to the cost of the meter For optimal sensor 
(and meter) design a model is required that is sufficiently accurate to simulate the 
sensor Expertise can be gamed faster and cheaper, without the need for costly tnal- 
and-error experimental investigations Modelling may be considered a more time and 
economically efficient alternative approach
It was therefore decided to pursue the following tasks to ascertain the effectiveness 
and validity of such a model
• Preliminary research on the current state of mass flow meter technology
• Functional analysis of thermal type MFMs and in particular the capillary types and 
their sensors
• Model development of a capillary type MFM in detail which comprises models for 
both the sensor and the bypass arrangement in one-dimension (axial) only
• Validation of the model against experimental data
• Iterative attempts at model improvements, including two dimensional models if  
deemed necessary
• Drawing conclusions on completed work and making future recommendations
This thesis documents the static mathematical modelling of the aforementioned 
sensor Both one-dimensional and two-dimensional models were developed and 
actual recorded data is used to validate the models and simplifying assumptions The 
one-dimensional models proved to be enlightening with regard to the effect of 
parameter sensitivity whereas the two-dimensional models proved to be inconclusive 
despite the added complexity and there was no ascertainable difference between these 
and the former It is important to note that the measurements used throughout the 
thesis such as inches and seems (standard cubic centimetres per minute) are the 
industry standard for gas flow sensor technology so no effort has been to change these 
to the international SI units
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1.3 Outline of thesis
This thesis is divided into seven chapters as follows
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the field of mass flow measurement, its history 
and its role in industry today
Chapter 2 presents descriptions of different methods of mass flow measurement with 
emphasis on thermal types, and in particular the capillary type bypass meter
Chapter 3 describes the initial static one-dimensional (ID ) modelling of the sensor 
and discusses what may be learned from these model solutions Also included is a 
derivation of the bridge output voltage as a function of differential temperature along
with a bypass model to allow complete simulation of the meter
A two-dimensional (2D) formulation of the problem is developed in chapter 4 and the 
equations are discretised and solved The merits of this model over the ID  model 
previously presented are shown Current mathematical software capable of solving 
systems of partial differential equations is listed A description of the code used and 
problems encountered is contained
Chapter 5 outlines the experimental determination of the sensor’s characteristic curves 
for various gases A description of the test rig setup and its associated C code for the 
Loughborough Sound Images (LSI) PC system board and Texas Instruments 
TMS320C30 digital signal processor is included
In chapter 6 the models are validated with the experimental data obtained The
limitations of the models are considered and the results analysed
Conclusions and recommendations for future work are given in chapter 7
4
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CHAPTER 2
PRINCIPLES OF MASS FLOW METERS
2.1 Introduction
The mass flow marketplace today is expanding with no signs of market saturation [9] 
Mass flow rate measurement is widely employed in industry as mass and energy 
balances are important for many industrial processes The two mam types of meter 
used are the thermal and Conolis meters [10]
Thermal sensing types came on the scene in the late 1960s, the main driving force for 
this meter type being the semiconductor industry - low flows, difficult fluids and 
requirements for ultra precision and ultra purity This is where its relative strength 
over the former methods lie However these types did not give a direct measurement
The first commercial Conolis meters were produced in the late 1970's Prior to this 
date, if  mass flow rate was the desired measurand, one had to derive, rather than 
directly measure it Conolis meters are used in the measurement of high pressure 
gases as the high pressures boost the viscosity and density of the gas to within the 
limits of the Conolis sensing tubes [6]
2.2 Overview of mass flow meter types
Mass flow measurement techniques can be broadly divided under three main 
headings Direct, Indirect, and Thermal
2.2.1 Direct methods
A true or direct measurement of mass flow rate for a fluid provides a measure of the 
mass independent of the properties and the state of the fluid The meter’s response is
5
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therefore a function of mass flow rate only A number of methods of achieving this 
exist
1) Coriolis method
The principal mass flow measurement technology is known to be the Coriolis mass 
flowmeter which was pioneered by a company from Colorado in the USA named 
Micro Motion, Inc m 1971 It offers very good reliability and precision and covers a 
wide range of substances (fluid and solid) and conditions At present it is most 
suitable only for high pressure gases [9,10,11]
A Coriolis force results when a mass in a rotating body moves relative to the body in a 
direction that is either towards or away from the centre of rotation The mass w ill 
experience two components of acceleration, a centripetal acceleration acting away 
from the centre of rotation, and a Coriolis acceleration which is perpendicular to the 
former A common illustration is the example of a person walking radially outward 
on a merry-go-round having to lean against the Coriolis force to maintain his/her 
balance The Coriolis acceleration Ca may be shown to be equal to 2cov where to is 
the angular velocity of the body, and v is the radial velocity of the mass [9]
One form of meter takes the form of Figure 2 1 below [4] A torque measurement of 
the motor is made while maintaining a constant motor angular velocity (to) The rotor 
has radial vanes attached so that the fluid is forced to experience a Coriolis force 
This is detected as a load torque on the motor since the force acts in the plane of 
rotation of the motor The mass flow rate is directly proportional to the load torque
Figure 2.1 Coriolis MFM
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A  m ore practical and m odem  C o n o lis  m eter dispenses w ith the idea o f using a m otor 
to create a ro tating  body Instead the tube is v ibrated close to  its natural frequency 
A n oscillating torque is produced from  w hich the m ass flow  rate m ay be derived 
T he m am  difference betw een these new  com m ercially  available m eters are the size 
and shape o f the v ibrating  e lem ent [7]
2) Gyroscopic method
T his type also u tilises the effect o f  C ono lis  acceleration [4,7] The difference betw een 
this and the C o n o lis  m eter is the p lane o f rotation relative to the p lane o f  the resulting 
torque For the  C o n o lis  m eter w e have seen m the previous section that the torque 
acts in the p lane o f  rotation In the case o f the gyroscopic m eter the fluid  passes 
through a tube w hich is ring-shaped about the show n Z -axis in Figure 2 2 The inlet 
and outlet o f  the m eter are on the X -axis about w hich the m eter is ro tated  at angular 
velocity  co G yroscopic precession occurs w ith the flow ing flu id  trying to rotate along 
the Y -axis A n output torque can thus be m easured along the Y -axis from  the ensuing 
tw ist perpendicular to the p lane o f  ro tation  The gyroscopic m eter is usually  vibrated 
about the X -axis as it is m ore convenient than having continuous rotation It also 
elim inates the need for rotating seals
X
*I
0 5
Figure 2.2 Gyroscopic MFM
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3) Magnus effect method
T his m ethod is dependent on inducing a circulation  o f the fluid as in Figure 2 3 A  
cylindrical ro tor spins at a constant angular velocity CO w ithin the outer casing A s the 
flow  o f fluid , travelling  initially  w ith a velocity  V, passes by the ro tor a pressure 
differential AP builds betw een Pi and P 2 [7] T his is a result o f a local increase and 
decrease in velocity below  and above the ro tor respectively  The m ass flow  rate m ay 
be m easured as a linear function  o f  AP
Figure 2.3 M agnus effect meter
4) Momentum change methods
A  general layout for an angular m om entum  change flow m eter is show n in Figure 2 4 
T he fluid  follow s the path indicated by the dotted  line and flow s through the im peller 
fo llow ed by the turbine It obtains an angular m om entum  going through the vaned 
im peller w hich is travelling  at angular speed CD A s the flu id  flow s through the 
turbine, it attem pts to  im pose its acquired  sw irling m otion upon it To prevent the 
turbine also rotating at angular speed CO, it is decoupled from  the im peller and also 
restrained at its o ther end by a spring [12,13] Since the turbine is restrained, all the 
energy im parted on the fluid  by the m otor is d issipated in the turbine and the flow  
straightened A  reaction torque m easurem ent (7) is obtained from  the restraining 
force necessary by the spring The m ass flow  rate can be expressed in an equation o f 
the form  m =K  (77co) w here K  is a  constan t It is assum ed that the fluid  contained no 
angular m om entum  p rio r to  entry into  the m eter as the velocity term  o f the equation 
denotes its change F rom  the equation  w e see that there are tw o possible m odes o f 
operation w ith this m eter co m ay be held  constan t and T  m easured, o r vice versa
In theory a turbine is not necessary and m ay be elim inated , as one m ay m easure the 
load torque on the ro to r instead In this scenario  a m otor m ay be bu ilt m  to  the m am
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flow  path w ith its stator resid ing outside o f  the flow  tube. The m ajor disadvantage to 
th is m ethod in general is the num ber o f ro tating  parts w hich all require m aintenance. 
L inear m om entum  m ass flow m eters are also com ing onto the m arket. They involve 
the m easurem ent o f  a restrain ing torque in the axial direction [14].
Fluid path
s
Outer
casing
driven “ " S f *  - S Z i  ■">*>'»
Im peller turbine
Figure 2.4 M omentum change meter
5) Flow injection and subtraction (Pressure differential) method 
F luid flow  is split betw een into tw o equal flow  paths in a form  analogous to  that o f a 
W heatstone bridge circuit as in Figure 2.5. The flow  is increased in one path at the 
expense o f the o ther by the use o f the independently  driven positive-displacem ent 
pum p. From  the pressure differential created  across the pum p (AP), the m ass flow  m 
can be determ ined.
a b
Figure 2.5 Pressure differential meter
The four orifices a, b, c, and d are an identical size, the pressure drop across each 
being proportional to  pQ 2, w here Q is the volum etric flow  rate and p is the density of 
the fluid. This eases the solution o f equations and an expression for m ass flow  rate 
can be derived that is d irectly  proportional to  A P[13,15]:
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The above m ethod  assum es that q is less than Q The pressure m easurem ent is taken 
across the inlet and outlet o f  the arrangem ent if  q  happens to  be larger than Q , this 
m ethod is used  only w ith  liquids
2.2.2 Indirect methods
A nother approach available is to  use an indirect o r inferential m ethod This involves 
the sim ultaneous m easurem ent o f  quantities from  w hich the m ass flow  rate is derived 
Som e o f these m ethods are presented  below
1) Flowmeter with densitometer method
In this m ethod the m ass flow rate is com puted by finding the product o f density and 
volum etric flow  rate [15,16,17] Som e o f the m ain  flow  is bypassed to get a direct 
density  m easurem ent as in F igure 2 8 Care m ust be taken to ensure that the sam e 
flu id  conditions apply for both m eters and that the flu id  output from  the densitom eter 
doesn’t in terfere w ith satisfactory volum etric flow m eter operation An alternative 
arrangem ent o f the above u tilises secondary m easurem ent o f the in let tem perature and 
pressure to calculate the density  by w ay o f the ideal com pressib le  gas law
Figure 2.8 MFM with densitometer
2) Critical orifices method
C ritical orifices are also know n as som e nozzles [18] The upstream  pressure Pi is 
kept at approxim ately  tw ice the throat pressure P 2, w hich ensures the gas then reaches 
its sonic velocity  regardless o f the in let pressure T he m ass flow  rate can be found to
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be directly  proportional to  the upstream  pressure P i T his m ethod is usually  used for 
transfer standards
2.3 Thermal types:
2.3.1 Outline o f thermal types
T herm al M FM s can be used  to m easure large ranges o f flow , bu t are usually  confined 
to  low  flow  due to the excessive expended  energy at h igh flow  rates [19]
T hey are not considered  to  be true m ass flow  m eters as they respond to secondary 
param eters such as viscosity, specific heat and therm al conductiv ity  o f the fluid 
C onsequently  m any m easurem ents are m  essence com bined to  give the m ass flow  rate 
w hich illustrates its inferential nature H ow ever m  cases w here there is sm all 
tem perature variance and possib ly  com pensation  by signal processing, the 
m easurem ents veer from  an inferential type tow ards the direct one claim ed by M FM  
and m ass flow  contro ller (M FC ) m anufacturers such as U nit Instrum ents and S ierra 
Instrum ents in their advertising brochures [20,21]
In the therm al class o f  flow m eters, the flow  rate can be m easured by either m onitoring 
the cooling action o f a flu id  on a heated  elem ent o r by the transfer o f heat energy 
betw een tw o points m  the flow  path
2.3.2 Insertion/Immersion type
Insertion/Im m ersion m easurem ent system s (also know n as hot w ire or hot film  
techniques depending on the sensor type) have tw o sensors that are inserted  into the 
flow ing gas as m  F igure 2 9 O ne o f the sensors m onitors the gas tem perature, w hile 
the o ther is heated and m onitors the m ass flow rate E ach sensor is a resistive 
tem perature detector A  tem perature difference AT is com puted along w ith  the heat 
loss, H, by the heated sensor to  the flu id  T aking K  to  be a constant, the m ass 
flow rate can be show n to  be [12]
m — K
r H v 67
AT E quation  2 1
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The draw back to  this m ethod is th a t it cannot be  utilised in situations w here hazardous 
gases are used  as th e  heated  elem ent is inserted directly into th e  gas A  m eter tha t is 
capable o f  overcom ing this fault is described in section 2 3 3 Insertion types are 
usually calibrated for one gas only due to  the  inherent danger m entioned previously 
T he sensors also present a slight obstruction  to  flow  that causes the  heated sensor to  
record  a  slight positive e rro r This depends very m uch on the  shape o f  the  sensor [22] 
The advantage o f  these m eters lies in their fast response tim es and the fact tha t they 
m ay be  used  fo r high flow  ranges
Unheated Heated
sensor sensor
Fluid
Flow figu re 2.9 Insertion meter
2.3.3 Capillary Tube Thermal M ass Flow M eter
Figure 2 10 below  show s a capillary tube m ass flow  controller tha t is com posed o f  an 
M FM  and som e associated control circuitry This is a m odel readily available from  a 
com pany nam ed U nit Instrum ents
■
Figure 2.10 Unit Instruments MFC
12
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Figure 2.11 show s a m eter w ithout the  external cover from  w hich w e can clearly 
identify the  main flow  elem ent w ith the ‘flow a rrow ’, the  valve unit (above on the
Figure 2.11 PCB circuitry
right hand side), the printed circuit board  (PC B ), and finally the  capillary tube sensor 
itse lf w hich is located  directly in front o f  the  PCB. Finally, Figure 2.12 show s a close 
up o f  the sensor. One can see that this is a com pletely insulated and sealed unit w ith 
only the  electrical connections protruding. The gas input and output are located below  
and fit into the base piece.
Figure 2.12 Close-up of sensor
13
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Figure 2.13 show s the general layout o f  a typical capillary tube M FM . This w orks on 
the basic principle that every gas m olecule has the  ability to  absorb heat energy. This 
ability, know n as specific heat, is directly related to  the m ass and physical structure o f  
the m olecule [23],
Bridge
Figure 2.13 M FM  block diagram
Flow  is initiated through the sensor tube because o f  a pressure difference created  by 
the  bypass element. The flow  through  the sensor tube is always small, usually a small 
fraction o f  the to ta l m ass flow. The m ass flow  is divided proportionally betw een the 
sensor tube and the bypass, rhm =  Cms. This p roportion  m ust rem ain constant fo r the 
M FM  to  be accurate; for this the flow  m ust rem ain lam inar th rough the bypass and the 
sensor. F or laminar flow  the Reynolds num ber should be less than 2000 [24], To 
ensure this, the length to  diam eter ratio  o f  the  sensor is typically in the range 50:1 to  
100:1. O therw ise i f  turbulent flow  exists, tem perature m easurem ents are inconsistent 
and the  flow  splitting ratio  is not applicable. The reason this proportionality exists is 
because th e  relationship betw een flow rate and the  pressure drop in the  sensor follow s a 
square law, w hich is approxim ately cancelled out by the  square-root effect in the 
bypass itse lf [16], This is discussed later in section 3 .3.
An additive energy approach is used in tha t the coils around the sensor provide a 
constant heat source to  it [25], A  constant am ount o f  electrical pow er from  a constant 
current supply to  th e  bridge provides a constant heat source Q. A  W heatstone bridge 
is used w here the tw o coils form  one o f  the arm s [26], It is assum ed that all the heat 
generated is supplied to  the  gas th rough the thin walls o f  the  sensor, and that there  is
14
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no heat loss as th e  sensor and coils are surrounded by a layer o f  insulation The walls 
o f  the  sensor are kept as th in  as possible to  ensure tha t as m uch o f  the  heat as possible 
is transferred  to  th e  gas to  p roduce  a greater tem perature  differential and to  minimise 
the tim e response o f  the  m eter thus im proving its dynamic characteristics 
The coils have a  dual ro le  m  that they act as bo th  gas heating and resistance- 
tem perature de tec to r elem ents They are, in effect, tem perature  com pensated as any 
change in ambient tem perature affects b o th  coils to  the  same degree The tem perature 
difference is transduced into  an analogous form , a voltage
Since the  coils are symmetrically located  around th e  centre point o f  the  sensor, at zero 
m ass flow, the  tem perature distribution across the  sensor is also symmetric This
results in a zero  differential tem perature AT =T 2 - T X being detected  (w here T i and T2 
are th e  average tem peratures in each o f  the  coils) A n inverse relationship exists 
betw een th e  differential tem perature  and the  m ass flow  rate  as given by equation 2 2 
AT = Qjm Cp  E quation  2 2
This is due to  th e  first law  o f  therm odynam ics w here energy cannot be created  o r 
destroyed the heat added, Q, is equal to  the  heat convected away at a  m ass flow rate 
m Thom as used  this law  for the  design o f  his flow m eter in 1911 [21,27] It is
dependent on  heat supplied rem aining constant (See Figure 2 14)
F irs t Law  o f Therm odynam ics
M ass flow  rate (m dot)
Figure 2.14 Relationship between differential temperature and mass flow rate
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Figure 2.15 show s the general tem peratu re  distribution curves against fractional length 
o f  sensor obtained by use o f  m odels developed in chapter 3. From  the diagram  it can 
be seen tha t at high flow  rates, there  is a large difference in tem peratures at these 
points. (A ssum ing tha t the  average tem perature o f  coils 1 and 2 are represented at 
points 0.25 and 0.75 respectively on the  fractional length axis.)
C alculation  o f deltaT
Fractional L en gth  (x)
Figure 2.15 Temperature profile along sensor
Figure 2.16 show s a typical p lo t o f  AT against m ass flow rate for the  aforem entioned 
m odel using nitrogen gas. N o te  tha t this curve is variable and dependant on many 
separate param eters relating to  the  many gases for w hich the  m eter is calibrated and to  
the  sensor itself. T herefore it is necessary to  simulate the  m odel fo r each and every gas 
and also w hen the sensor is changed. H ow ever, th e  general shape o f  the curve is 
always the same w ith  the  only difference being in the  scaling o f  the  typical curve in 
b o th  the  horizontal and vertical directions. The sensitivity o f  the ou tpu t curve to  
changes in the  gas and sensor properties such as conductivity, specific heat capacity, 
viscosity, and to lerances is discussed later on in the  thesis in section 3.4.7.
It can be seen tha t at low  flow  rates the  m ass flow rate can be approxim ated as being 
directly proportional to  AT. This is the design range o f  a M FM . F or increased 
accuracy, m ulti-point linearisation m ay be used in the  design range. This strategy, as 
used by m any com m ercial vendors, divides the  range into sections for w hich in each 
the  ou tpu t has a different constant o f  proportionality  w ith  the m ass flow  rate. It is
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im portant to  no te  that the  turning point o f  the  curve is the  maxim um  mass flow rate  for 
which an unam biguous m easurem ent can be calculated. T o  ensure accuracy the gas 
m ust be ‘dry’ and contain no vapour, as errors will occur due to  latent heat effects 
[25], Entrained liquid may be rem oved by prior heating o f  the  gas.
Mas5 flowrate (seem)
Figure 2.16 Typical meter output curve
An inherent advantage to  this m easurem ent approach is its non-intrusive nature and the 
fact that it can also be calibrated for different gases.
2.4 Summary
M any varieties o f  well established M FM s have been described in this chapter. All o f  
the truly direct types are based solely on fluid-m echanical principles. Indirect m ethods 
simply involve a m athem atical adjustm ent o f  an available volum etric m ass flowrate. 
T hese may suffice for certain applications, but they are inherently less accurate than 
direct m ethods as they suffer from  cum ulative inaccuracies in the final calculation. N o  
attem pt is m ade to  describe the  countless volum etric flow m eters available.
Coriolis m eters are generally no t sufficiently sensitive enough fo r gases; their fo rte  is 
in the m easurem ent o f  liquid m ass flows. Therm al techniques offer the best alternative 
for m easuring gas m ass flow  rate  bu t are unsuitable for tw o-phase flow. As such, they 
have m ade a m ajor im pact in the m arket o f  single phase flow  meters.
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CHAPTER 3
ONE-DIMENSIONAL (1-D) MODELLING
3 .1 1ntroduction:
O ur m ost utilised  o f physical law s today are nothing m ore than accurate m odels o f 
physical system s M odels can be qualitative or quantitative depending on the level o f 
insight w e require o f the system  Q uantitative m odelling can be subdivided into  
‘b lack  b o x ’ and ‘w hite b o x ’ types B lack box m odelling  reduces the effort required, 
b u t little  is know n other than  a predicted  set of outputs fo r a given set o f inputs If  one 
requires detailed know ledge o f  the internal w orkings o f the system , the system  is 
described by differential equations and it is then term ed a w hite box m odel [28]
T his approach w as adopted w ith regard to the m eter as qualitative m odels based on 
user experience are not adequate for sensor design purposes The first step was to 
com plete the prelim inary w ork outlined earlier in the pro ject specification in C hapter 
1 to produce a sim ple one-dim ensional sensor m odel and assess its validity T he 
m odel w as repeatedly increased in com plex ity  w ith the ‘co rrec t’ m odel being the 
sim plest one that fits all the data N ote that this m odel was being developed for an 
existing  U nit Instrum ents E-type sensor [29] A  derivation o f  the output voltage and a 
bypass m odel is show n to allow  a com plete m eter sim ulation
3.2 Derivation of output voltage ;
The output voltage provides a m easurem ent proportional to  the tem perature difference 
betw een the tw o coils and also quasi-proportional to  the m ass flow  rate through the 
sensor as w ill be later dem onstrated  W ith  reference to  F igure 3 1 it can be seen that 
R{ = R(){\ + oT^  corresponds to coil 1 in the diagram  w here T} is m easured This
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equation  gives the resistance variation o f Rx w ith  respect to  tem perature a  is the 
therm al coefficient o f resistance o f the coil, R0 is the coil resistance at am bient 
tem perature, and Tx is the tem perature rise or fall o f the coil above or below  am bient 
tem perature This is an average tem perature along the coil T he equation for the 
second coil, R2 =  RQ(\ + aT2), can be sim ilarly explained F rom  m easurem ents at 
am bient tem perature R0 =  5 5 0  and R3 = R4 = 20kQ. for the E-type sensor used
The current through resistors R3 and R4 is Ia, given by
/  =  ^  + ^ 2_____ /  E quation  3 1
“ r 1+ r 2 + r 3+ r 4
w here I is provided by the constant current source I
T he current through the sensor resistors (w indings) i?, and R2 i s  Ib, given by
E quation  3 2J  R 3 + R 4  J
Rx +  R2 +  R^  +  R4
Bridge
Figure 3.1 MFM block diagram showing bridge arrangement
The output voltage V q u t  required  is V BD
V o u t  E quation 3 3
=  7^ '  + R 2)R4 ~ (R3 + R4)Ri] E quation  3 4
/? j +  /?2  “1“
=  (2 +  «(7; + J 2) ) -  2^  t1 +  <fl\ )] E quation  3 5
R0[2 + a\Tl + T2))+ 2R 3
= --------  t o [ f 2 ~ ^ j ---------- E quation  3 6
2 +  a\Tx + T2 )/R3 + 2/R0
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IocR0R3 [r2 Tx ] Equation  3 7
(2 +  cc(tx +T2 ))+ 2R0R3
Since
2R3 »  /?0(2 + a(r, +T2)) E quation 3 8
1 e 4 0 k 0  >> 1 7 00  (taking the sum  of the temperatures to be a 
m aximum of 200°C)
(I w as m easured at 47m A  and a  is quoted as being 0  0054  °C ')  [29]
E quation  3 9 gives the required  relationship  betw een the output o f the bridge and the 
difference o f the average tem perature o f the coils T his voltage is then am plified to 
scale the m axim um  m ass flow  rate to a  corresponding value o f 5V
3.3 Bypass modelling :
A  bypass m odel developed by Punch is sum m arised and show n to  allow  a com plete 
m eter sim ulation in conjunction w ith the therm al m odels com pleted  later in this thesis
[30] Its em ploym ent enabled  the effect o f the bypass on the m eter’s lin ean ty  to be 
seen and effectively  dem onstrates that the m am  source o f  non-linearity  stem s from  the 
sensor
T he bypass e lem ent is m ade up o f  a tube bundle, as show n in F igure 3 2, w hich is very 
effective at reducing  sw irl It also corrects an asym m etrical velocity  profile bu t tends 
to flatten a correctly  shaped profile  O ther types o f bypass elem ents, such as étoile 
(cross section also show n in Figure 3 2), have neglig ib le head losses and poor 
asym m etry correction  [16,17]
then
E quation  3 9
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T he total m eter flow  m is a com bination  o f  the sensor flow  ms and the m ain flow  
though the bypass From  the conservation o f m ass m = ms +mm See Figure 3 1
CS A  o f étoile bypass
Figure 3.2 Different bypass types
A s all the m eter’s m ass flow  passes through a parallel netw ork o f tubes, it is 
reasonable to assum e that there exists an equipressure loss across each T he Darcy- 
W eisbach  head loss equation  [5] applies in such situations and m ust be  satisfied for
each branch It m ay be given as
2uh{oss = —— w here ux and Kt are the average velocity  and head loss coefficient in
2 Sc
the i-th branch respectively  gc is the gravitational acceleration constant
3.3.1 Determination o f head loss coefficient Ks in the sensor
T he loss o f pressure head (A P )  across the sensor is given b y A P  = Ks
f  ~  2 \  p u s where
2
p  is the density o f the fluid, and us is the average velocity  m  the sensor K s m ust
take into  account the loss o f pressure by the horizontal tube, the tw o 90° bends, and 
the contraction and expansion at the in let and outlet respectively A s these tube 
elem ents are in series w ith one another, the overall head loss coefficient fo r the sensor 
is the additive total o f  all the above individual losses T his can be seen quite clearly in 
equation  3 13
1) Head loss to friction by the horizontal tube
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From  the D arcy-W eisbach equation  the head loss coefficient K  for a straight 
horizontal tube m ay be given as 4f l / d  w h e r e /  is the dim ensionless friction factor, I 
is the length, and d  the d iam eter o f the tube
A s only lam inar flow  applies in both  the sensor and the bypass, the friction factor is 
purely  dependent on the  R eynolds num ber o f the flow  w ithin  the tube and m ay be 
rew ritten in term s o f m ass flow  rate  ms as
16 ^  v  „ vpnd ^f  = —  = 16-----  =  4 --------  Equation 3 10Re usd  ms
where V is the kinematic viscosity o f  the fluid
T he head loss coefficient across the tube becom es
x  =  4 V P * £ = 1 6 ^  Equation 3 11
msd  ms
E quation 3 11 also applies w ith  regard to  all the bypass tubes T he im portant point to  
note is that it is a function o f m ass flow  rate
2) Determination o f head loss fo r  the expansion, contraction and the bends
F or an abrupt enlargem ent in a p ip ing system  from  pipe diam eter dx to pipe diam eter
d2 the head loss coefficient can be show n to  be
K  =
/ /  , \ 2>
1 - d\
V K ^ 2 j /
Equation 3 12
A  look up  tab le is used to  find  the corresponding head loss coefficient for the abrupt 
contraction  and a head loss coefficien t o f  0  5 is assum ed for the sm ooth 90° bends
[31] The total head loss coefficient for the sensor becom es
^  =  0 5  +  2 0 5  +  1h  —  Equation 3 13
m s
(due to  contraction, bends, expansion, and friction respectively)
It is assum ed that the d iam eters o f the sensor and the bypass tubes 
(0  4m m  and 0 5 m m ) are m uch less than the m am  bore (12m m ) o f  the m eter block
22
The ch ie f source o f error in the analysis is the evaluation  o f the head loss coefficients 
because em pirical correlations are only available for certain  geom etries [30]
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3.3.2 Determination of head loss coefficient K m for individual bypass tubes
W ith  the assum ption that all the bypass tubes are identical, the head  loss coefficient 
for each individual tube can be derived in a sim ilar m anner to equation  3 13 and 
show n to  be
16 vpjzlK . =  15  + E quation  3 14
3.3.3 Relationship between sensor flow and meter flow
By equating the pressure losses in the sensor and the m any bypass tubes the fo llow ing 
relationship as developed by Punch is found [30]
v f  nrr— —V
m = m. i + S(=i
L . A
K. A, / j
‘ E quation  3 15
The variable i in equation  3 15 denotes an index for the num ber o f bypass tubes, N  
As and A, are the cross sectional areas o f  the sensor and a single bypass tube 
respectively K s and Km m ay be directly  substitu ted  into  equation  3 15 from  
equations 3 13 and 3 14 to get the follow ing relationship betw een the sensor flow  and 
the total flow  o f the m eter
r
m = ms 1+ N
1J
2 5  + 1 6p7UVlsm. A,byp
15 +
1 6NpTCVlh)p A E quation  3 16
E quation  3 16 is solved by iteration  in A ppendix A  Figure 3 3 illustrates the 
negligible dependence o f  the flow  ratio  (bypass to sensor) to m ass flow  rate for a 
sam ple bypass consisting  o f  five tubes w ith  0 020” (0 508m m ) d iam eter This verifies 
the validity  o f the assum ption that the sensor flow  rem ains a constan t fraction  o f the 
total m eter flow  regardless o f  the sensor flow  N evertheless this neglig ib le non- 
linearity o f the bypass arrangem ent in the m eter could  be easily  com pensated  for by 
incorporating a linear approxim ation for the relationship  betw een the flow  ratio  and 
the m ass flow  rate as in F ig 3 3
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vnMiiliaoaBlrtttM nlwssiirafttilaid'ina»
Figure 3.3 Relationship between the flow ratio and the mass flow rate 
3.4 Sensor modelling:
Sensor models may be reduced to either static or dynamic types The conventional 
approach in modelling is to treat both separately The overall performance o f  the 
sensor may then be judged by a semiquantitative superposition o f the static and 
dynamic characteristics All the models derived from here on are static (steady state)
3.4.1 Basic model
The modelling o f  the system was completed by considering a differential length d X  
along the length o f the sensor that is assumed to be straight [32] See Figure 3 4
RTD coils Annular C S A of sensor = A
Figure 3.4 Sensor diagram
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This gives a therm ally sym m etric parabolic tem perature  distribution as expected (See 
Figure 2 .12) [33], (N ote: Param eter values are taken  from  an existing Unit 
Instrum ents E -type sensor [29]).
I f  the  m ass flow  rate  ( m ) is now  taken  into account.
f  d T ^kAdKd X j -q d X  +  mC dT E quation  3.20
w here Cp is the specific heat capacity o f  the  gas. 
This equation may be rew ritten  as
d ' T  d T  . E quation 3.21
The solution to  equation 3.21 w ith  the boundary conditions being that T = Ta @  x=0 
and T = Ta @ x =  1 is given by equation 3.22.
* - L l  n E quation 3.22m Cr
xnN oting tha t e x = Y "— , one may use Taylor series expansions on equation 3.22 to
arrive at equation 3.19 for zero  m ass flow  calculated earlier. F igure 3.5 show s a  plot 
o f  the  bridge ou tpu t voltage against m ass flow rate  fo r nitrogen gas. Figure 3.6 
illustrates in m esh diagram  form at the  changing tem perature profile o f  the  sensor for 
changing m ass flow rate. N o te  that the tem perature show n is T - T a .
Figure 3.6 3D diagram of temperature distribution for changing mass flow rate
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3.4.2 Explanation of shape of output curve
The explanation will be divided up into a num ber o f  sections for w hich certain key 
m ass flow  rates have been identified. T hese correspond to  turning points on the  ou tput 
curve tha t is show n in F igure 3 .7a. The average tem perature o f  the  coils is also shown. 
To aid the discussion it is also necessary to  include o ther graphs tha t show  the 
tem perature derivatives w ith respect to  m ass flow  rate  o f  these tem perature readings. 
These w ere com puted by subtracting adjacent tem perature  data points. See Figure 
3.7b. (NB Second derivatives are scaled by a factor o f  20).
Figure 3.7a Coil temperatures for changing mass flow rates
Plot of output and temperature derivatives
p> - 0 .5
A - Sensor outpjut 
©  = -l-st-dertvatrJe -of-outibtit 
C - 1st berivati\[e of coil 1 
D - 1 st ¡derivative of coi j 2
- 1 .5
E - 2nd; derivative of coll 1 
F - 2nd:derivatitye of coil 2  I I______ l_
80 100 120 140
Mass flow  rate (seem)
<X*CT>-2o>■5
l i ­r aO
Figure 3.7b Temperature derivatives
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1) Initial observations at m =  0 seem
W hen the m ass flow  rate is equal to zero, the tem peratures m easured at both the 
upstream  (1) and dow nstream  (2) coils are identical since the coils are located 
sym m etrically about the axial centre line o f  the sensor This results m tem perature 
d ifferential (AT) being equal to  zero  It can be seen that coil 1 begins to lose heat for 
all M FR s greater than zero, w hile coil 2 gam s heat w ith  the convected  heat added 
from  upstream  T he output graph is initially concave upw ards This is m ore evident 
on inspection o f (B) m  Figure 3 7
2) • 10 seem (Point o f inflexion o f output curve)
T he first derivative curves (B,C,D) m ay be  thought o f  as being  proportional to  heat 
loss by virtue o f F ourier’s law  F or increasing flow  rates the average tem perature o f 
coil 1 progressively decreases w ith heat loss T he po in t o f inflexion in the output 
curve is very difficult to  determ ine from  curve A  bu t can be recognised m ore easily by 
the in tersection o f the tw o second derivative curves (E & F) w here the rate o f  change 
o f  heat loss for both coils is equal For coil 1 the rate  o f change o f  heat loss (E) 
in itially  decreases steadily T his is in contrast to  coil 2 (F) w here it first increases 
N evertheless it is in itially  less than coil 1 as it receives heat from  it
3) >• 45 seem and < • 60 seem (Net heat loss in downstream coil)
A t approxim ately  45 seem  and beyond it can be seen that there is a net heat loss in coil 
2 w hose tem perature is at a m axim um  This is due to  the fact that the rate o f increase 
at w hich heat is being  supplied by coil 1 is falling and is equal to zero  at around 60 
seem  A t this M FR  a significant point has been reached that corresponds to the 
lim iting  point o f  the heat transfer from  the coils to  the flow ing gas For reduced 
transit tim es, the coils cannot supply heat to the gas at a faster rate than it is convected 
aw ay N ote also that this particu lar critical point is ev ident at a h igher M FR  for the 
dow nstream  coil as its heat supply includes that o f  coil 1 along w ith its own internally 
generated heat
4) • 135 seem (Downturn on output curve)
T he dow nturn on the output curve occurs w hen the heat lost from  both coils is 
identical A fter this po in t the dow nstream  coil loses m ore heat than its upstream  
counterpart C onsequently  the tem perature difference betw een the coils m ust 
decrease T his tu rning po in t is th e  m axim um  design range for the  sensor, as an
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am biguous output voltage that relates to  tw o different values o f M FR  cannot be 
allow ed
3.4.3 Influence o f temperature on the heat input to the sensor
E quation 3 21 can be seen to consider the heat supply to  be evenly distributed  along 
the length o f the sensor as a first approxim ation m odel (The constant current supply 
to the sensor w indings (56Q  each) is 47m A ) This uniform ity  o f heat d istribution w ill 
arise only if  it assum ed that the resistance o f the coils rem ains constant H ow ever, 
from  fundam ental physics it is know n that the resistance (R) o f  the w indings w ill vary 
w ith tem perature, and hence the heat input q w ill also vary
I 2R (l +  aT )q m ay be w ritten  as q = -------   =  q 0(l +  a T ) , w here a  is the tem perature.L<
coefficient o f  resistance and w ith T  being  the tem perature above Ta The tem perature 
is constrained to be at Ta at each end o f the sensor E quation  3 21 is now  rew ritten as
d^T dTkA— -~ m C p  = - q 0(l + a T )  E quation  3 23dX dX
The solution to this equation depends on w hether the roots o f  the auxiliary  equation o f
mC ± J(m C J  -  AkAq0aequation 3 23 given by r, 2 = ----------- ---------------------------  are real o r com plex values2 kA
C om plex values m ay be thought o f as in the case o f  2nd order underdam ped linear 
differential equations m the tim e dom ain w here high frequency ripples are added to 
the output
T(x,m ) =
f oc
er2L- e r'L \  y enL- e r'L
eriX -C T 1 (a)
r(jc,m)=eRe(ri)x *
I 1 i x  (  \ v \  e~ReMx -c o s ( lm (r ,)L )  / , 1 (b)< — cos(Im(r!)X ) + ---------------— / t  \ ' j ys in (lm (r )X )}•-----[ a  a sin (lm (r,)l ) V Vl/ a
Re( ) and Im () denote the real and im aginary parts o f  the com plex roots
Equation 3 24
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Influence of temperature coefficient of coils on heat output
Figure 3.8 Temperature distribution for changing temperature coefficient
E quation 3.24(a) and 3.24(b) give the solution w hen there  are real and com plex roo ts 
respectively. The chosen equation depends on the param eter values used in 
com putation.
T is p lo tted  as a function o f  fractional length in F igure 3 .8 for zero  m ass flow. It can 
be seen that the  tem perature coefficient o f  resistance a  has a significant effect o r non 
negligible on  the  output. As a result, a  w as taken  into account fo r the  remaining 
m odels in the thesis. Figure 3 .9 show s the m arked difference in the  ou tput curve. The 
output is greater as m ore heat is actually added then w as taken  account o f  in the  m odel 
in section 3 .4.1.
Influence of temperature coefficient of coils on heat output
Figure 3.9 Change in output when temperature coefficient is included
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3.4.4 Parabolic distribution of heat input over the length of the sensor
Since the  heat supplied to  the  sensor is no t uniform  over the w hole o f  its 
length, it w as decided to  try  to  approxim ate the  heat input p er unit length in a parabolic 
(o r quadratic form ) q(x) = ax2 + b X  + c as a function o f  axial length. This had the 
effect o f  concentrating the  heat input to  the  centre o f  the  sensor w ith no heat being 
added at th e  extrem ities. F igure 3.10 show s the actual heat distribution w here the  heat 
is centred on 11% o f  the  sensor (as in U nit Instrum ents design) and also bo th  constant 
and parabolic heat distributions. N o te  the to ta l heat added in all three cases to  the 
sensor is the same. This can be m easured from  the area underneath the curves.
Fractional length
Figure 3.10 Different heat distributions along the sensor
K now n points on the  curve are: ¿j(o) = 0 and q (l ) = 0 also.
From  the above points on the  curve the parabolic form  reduces to  q(x) = a X 2 + aLX . 
T otal heat supplied =  Q  =  J* (a X 2 -  aLX)±c from  which a  = -  6 g / l 3 .
Therefore ¿¡{X) = ~ - X  — ^ -X 2 and the  m odel equation may be w ritten  as :
L  L
d 2T m C p dT vl + a T E quation 3.25
A  plo t o f  the  o u tpu t is show n in Figure 3.11. This com pares the  sensor ou tpu t fo r a 
constant versus a parabolic distribution o f  heat per unit length. The effect o f  the
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parabolic distribution is to  largely increase the  output. U nfortunately a reduction 
rather than an increase in ou tput is needed to  m atch the  m odel ou tpu t w ith the rig data.
The next step w as to  consider heating only a central part o f  the sensor, w hich is 
actually the  case.
Parabolic versus constant distribution of the heat over the sensor
Figure 3.11 Output change for parabolic heat distribution 
3.4.5 Derivation o f solution for heated middle section of sensor
On exam ination o f  the  sensor, it can be seen that all the  heat supplied to  the 
sensor is centred on region 2 o f  Figure 3 .12. In regions 1 and 3, the heat input is equal 
to  zero. F or all three regions, equation 3.23 applies, h  is a variable param eter upon 
w hich the heat input per unit length, q ,depends, (q  = I 2/?(l +  a T )/2h )
C onstant heat input
.L  Jy..III w ■ W ■ —
R egion 1 Region 3
L /2-h  L /2 L /2+h
Figure 3.12 Sensor divided into three axial regions
The form  o f  the  solution fo r the th ree  regions is as follows:
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Region 1: T  = C, (e** - 1)
R egion 2. T -  C 2e r'x + Cze r"x -  —a
R egion 3. T = C4(e™ -  e ^ )
Equation 3.26(a) 
E quation  3.26(b) 
Equation  3 .26(c)
It can be show n by Taylor series expansions that equations 3 .26(a) and 3.26(c) reduce 
to  a linear form  as m goes to  zero, while equation 3.26(b) reduces to  a quadratic as 
w ould be expected. In m atrix form , equating the  tem peratures and th e  derivatives at 
the regional boundary points, the  follow ing expression is arrived at:
X r ‘L , 0
0 _ e < H - / • ( H
Ae 2^ * _ V < H
1•-) 1C1 0
0 ri ¡ í+h]- r 2e J 4 - +h
Plot of temperature distribution for changing mass flow rate
rrc,i aC2 1— ------QLC4.
a00
E quation 3.27
Figure 3.13 Temperature distribution for changing mass flow rate
This m atrix system  can be easily solved using M A TLA B ® , a m athem atical package, to  
obtain the desired coefficients [42], A  M A TLA B ®  script file w as w ritten  to  calculate 
the m atrix values values for variations in bo th  m ass flow  rate  and the length o f  the 
middle section. U sing these values, the tem perature distribution values may be 
com puted, from  w hich the  average tem perature in the coils is calculated by integrating 
the tem perature profile over the  coils range. Figure 3 .13 show s the tem perature profile 
w hen th e  sensor is heated only in the  m iddle th ird  for varying m ass flow  rates.
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Varying fractional width of coils with constant heat supply
Figure 3.14 Output curve for variable coils’ length
Figure 3 .14 show s the change in the ou tpu t curve for changes in the length o f  the 
heated centre region (expressed as a fractional length). It can be seen that the sensor 
ou tput has maxim um  sensitivity w hen ha lf the  length o f  the sensor is heated. It is not 
understood w hy the m anufacturers o f  the  sensor heat only 11% o f  the  sensor length 
bearing this fact in mind. The operating range o f  the  sensor (~100sccm ) is no t relevant 
since only - lO sccm  o f  a sensor range is ever used and all the nonlinearity is effectively 
negated by the associated linearising circuitry. This fact w as ascertained in analysing 
som e Unit Instrum ents m eters and calculating the  flow  through the sensor for the 
m aximum flow  o f  each meter.
3.4.6 Effect o f having a small gap between the coils
There exists on the  actual sensor a small gap o f  approxim ately 1mm betw een the 
heating coils. The m odel w as changed to  accom m odate this fact. It w as concluded 
that the effect o f  this slight gap on the sensor ou tpu t w as negligible.
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3.4.7 Effect of model parameter tolerance on output
There are six param eters associated w ith the m odel to  th is point, each o f w hich w ill be 
exam ined  individually  to see its effect on the m eters output.
1) Cross sectional area(CSA) o f the sensor
T his value is dependent on the internal and external d iam eters o f  the sensor. The 
sensor m easurem ents are quoted as an internal d iam eter D i = 0.031 ”+ 0.002” 
(0.7874m m +0.0508m m ), and a w all th ickness W  =  0 .008”± 0 .0008”
(0.2032m m +0.02032m m ) [29]. F rom  these m easurem ents table 3.1 m ay be 
constructed  show ing the variation o f the cross sectional area o f  the sensor expressed 
as a percentage o f the nom inal value for d ifferent com binations.
It can be seen from  the table that there is a 40%  deviation betw een the m inim um  and 
m axim um  values, the effect o f w hich is show n in Figure 3.15. C learly the accuracy 
quoted  is not adequate for m odelling purposes.
A n accurate m easurem ent o f the sensor w as taken using a m icrom eter and insertion- 
type gauges. T able 3.2 show s a significant reduction o f the error associated w ith the 
specified values. The output bounds are also show n in F igure 3.15 for com parative 
purposes.
Table 3.1 Variation o f cross sectional area using the given tolerances
Inner diam eter 
0 .001” 
(0.0254m m )
W all th ickness 
0 .001” 
(0.0254m m )
O uter diam eter 
0 .001” 
(0.0254m m )
A rea/(N om . area)
%
N om inal 31 8 47 100
31 7.2 45.4 88.2
31 8.8 48.6 112.3
33 7.2 45.4 77.9
33 8.8 50.6 117.9
Table 3.2 Variation o f cross sectional area using measured values
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Inner diam eter 
(mm)
O uter diam eter 
(mm)
A rea/(M easured. Area)
%
M easured 0.81+0.01 1.21+0.01 100
Min. area 0.82 1.21 98.0
M ax. area 0.80 1.22 105.0
Demonstrating effect of radiai tolerance on the output
Figure 3.15 Effect of radial tolerance on the output
The change in the  ou tput is as expected. Radial to lerances have such a large effect 
because the error in bo th  the internal and external radii are squared and accum ulated. 
As the  cross sectional area is reduced, it is possible for m ore heat to  be transferred to  
the  gas to  produce a g reater tem perature differential betw een coils.
2 )  L e n g t h  o f  t h e  s e n s o r
The length o f  the sensor is given as 3 .5” + 0.01” (88.9 mm + 0.254 mm). There is a 
negligible effect on the  m odel ou tpu t w hen the to lerance value is added. This is to  be 
expected since the  tolerance corresponds to  only a 0.29%  m easurem ent error. It is a 
very low  tolerance com pared w ith the  10% specified for the  wall thickness. The 
difficulty in m anufacture lies in trying to  produce a high aspect ratio sensor w ith small 
diameter.
3) Constant current input into coils
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C hanges in the  constant heat supply into the  coils are directly proportional to  the 
sensor ou tpu t to  a first approxim ation. This can be w itnessed alternatively by 
consideration o f  equation 3.22. Thus a square law  ( / 2 cc Vout) relates the constant 
current input supply to  the  sensor output. By changing th e  m odel’s coils w idth, it w as 
seen tha t the  form er statem ent rem ains true.
4) Thermal conductivity o f  the sensor
The effect o f  a one percent change in the  therm al conductivity is show n in Figure 3 .16. 
The need for an accurate value o f  therm al conductivity is thus illustrated for all models.
Effect of variation of thermal conductivity k  on the output
Mass flow rate (seem)
Figure 3.16 Effect o f thermal conductivity
5) Specific heat capacity o f  the gas
The effect o f  a one percent change in the specific heat capacity is show n in Figure 
3.17. By com parison w ith  the previous param eters discussed, the  m odel is relatively 
insensitive to  variations in this particular one. The value o f  this param eter is quoted 
w ith  4 significant figures w ith  a change in the  least significant figure corresponding 
only to  a 0.1 %  variation.
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Effect of variation of specific heat capacity C p on the output
Figure 3.17 Effect of specific heat capacity
6) Thermal coefficient o f  the coils
Likew ise as for the therm al conductivity and the specific heat capacity, the m odel w as 
subjected to  a one percent change in the  therm al coefficient o f  the  coils in o rder to  
view  its effect w hich is show n in Figure 3.18.
Effect of variation of thermal coefficient of the coils on the output
Figure 3.18 Effect of the coils’ thermal conductivity
The value o f  this param eter is quoted  to  4 decimal places w ith  a change in the  least 
significant digit corresponding to  a 1.5%  variation.
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7) Ambient temperature o f meter surroundings and gas.
A m bient tem perature changes have a noticeable effect on the output o f the m odel. 
This can be attributed entirely to the resistance o f the coils and consequently  the heat 
added. If the resistance o f the coils, R, is exam ined, it can be seen 
that R = Rambient { \+ a (T  -  Tambient )). By assum ing that the am bient tem perature in 
the m odels is 0°C , the tem perature rise (or fall) above am bient is only o f concern. 
The sam e effect is recognisable in the actual sensor operation. N o further m ention 
w ill be m ade o f this factor in the follow ing chapters as no data was logged to validate 
the m odel. Its effect was m erely noted. Figure 3.19 show s the change in output for a 
sim ilar sensor for w hich radial and axial m easurem ents w ere not available.
Output for ambient temperatures of 10.25.42 and 50*C
Mass flow rate (seem)
F ig u re  3.19 E ffec t o f  a m b ie n t te m p e ra tu re  o n  th e  o u tp u t
3.5 Summary
This chapter described the one-dim ensional (ID ) m odelling  o f the sensor along with a 
bypass m odel. Inclusion o f the derivation o f the bridge output voltage as a function o f 
differential tem perature allow s a com plete sim ulation o f  the m ass flow  m eter. The 
m odel output gained reproduces the form  o f published w ork and a com prehensive 
explanation is provided for the shape o f the output curve. The linearity o f  the bypass 
arrangem ent was validated in a separate m odel that show ed that the sensor flow  to
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bypass flow  can be taken to be constant (w ith neglig ib le error) for changing m ass flow  
rates H ow ever the m agnitude o f the output for the first m odel is m uch higher than 
expected  w hen it is com pared to  experim ental data
Each o f  the alterations that w ere m ade to  the m odel w ith regard to the heat d istribution 
over the sensor drastically changed its ou tput as expected  T hese are not m erely 
scaling changes as, although the general curve characteristic  is preserved, its 
m axim um  occurs at d ifferent m ass flow  rates D istributing  the heat in a parabolic 
fashion was not considered  beneficial to  the m odel W hen reducing the fractional 
heated length to 11% o f  the sensor to further refine the m odel, the  m agnitude o f the 
output reduces considerably in agreem ent w ith experim ental data H ow ever w hen 
taking into account the therm al coefficient o f  resistance o f  the coils, the m agnitude is 
increased
It has been observed that the m odel is sensitive to  the different param eter tolerances to 
considerably varying degrees R adial to lerances are the m ost critical m odel param eter 
of all Perhaps if  the sensor m anufacturers specified a reduced tolerance, they w ould 
have no need to individually  calibrate sensors fo r m ass flow  m eters The m odel is also 
particularly  sensitive to variations o f the therm al conductiv ity  o f the sensor and 
insensitive by com parison to variation o f the specific heat capacity  and the therm al 
coefficient o f the coils V ariation in the quantity  o f  heat added to  the  sensor m anifests 
itse lf as m erely a scaling o f the  output
The only draw back to the ID  m odels developed is that the effect o f  the therm al 
conductiv ity  o f the gas or the heat loss to the m eters surroundings cannot be seen 
The exam ination  o f these effects are presented  in the fo llow ing chapter In this 
chapter, the  specific heat capacity  w as the only gas property  used  to  characterise and 
differentiate each o f the various gases
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CHAPTER 4
TWO-DIMENSIONAL (2-D) MODELLING
4.1 Introduction:
This chapter extends the  m odels o f  th e  previous chapter for the  m ass flow ra te  sensor 
to  three dimensional space. Since the  sensor is axially symmetric, all references to  the 
polar angle o f  the  cylindrical coordinate system  in the heat equations can be rem oved, 
and the tem perature field may then be considered tw o  dimensional. All equations are 
independent o f  tim e so as to  derive the  steady-state response.
The resulting equations from  the above process yields a system  o f  elliptic partial 
differential equations (PD Es), and their associated boundary conditions. Finite 
differencing is utilised to  provide a solution to  this system, follow ed by numerical 
integration to  find the average tem perature in the  coils.
C urrent m athem atical softw are capable o f  obtaining a solution is listed along w ith an 
explanation o f  the code used.
4.2 Derivation of temperature distribution equations :
Figure 4.1 below  show s the m ass flow  sensor and its surrounding layers. The sensor
—  Centre 
Line
Gas F lo w -»
Figure 4.1 Layer structure of the sensor
End Elevation
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tube is enveloped by the  heating coils and by a further layer o f  insulation. Figure 4.2 
show s an enlarged view  o f  ha lf the  elevation o f  Figure 4.1. I t consists o f  a num ber o f  
subsystem s for w hich the  tem perature distribution m ust be calculated. Therm al 
resistances are show n w hich exist at the boundaries o f  each o f  the subsystems. They 
are also present w ithin to  indicate the  resistance to  heat flow  in bo th  the  axial and 
radial directions.
L
r =  r.
r = r
r = r
r = r
- \ / V ~
Thermal
R esistan ce
r =  0 CentreLine
Figure 4.2 Thermal resistances within the sensor
H eat transfer into and ou t o f  the  system  occurs by a com bination o f  conduction, 
convection and radiation. C onduction occurs due to  the influence o f  a tem perature 
gradient betw een m olecules. In  a flowing stream lined fluid, convection is the dom inant 
heat transfer m ethod present. H eat is also transferred sim ultaneously by m olecular 
conduction to  a lesser extent. On the ou ter boundary, heat is dissipated by a 
com bination o f  natural convection and radiation. In this case heat loss due to  radiation 
is negligible com pared to  the convection present and will not need to  be included in the 
final set o f  equations.
An annular elem ent o f  length dx is considered for each subsystem. The inner and ou ter 
radii o f  the annular elem ent are r  and r+dr  respectively. See Figure 4.3.
H eat may flow  into the  annular elem ent by each o f  th ree  m ethods:
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1) C onduction radially,
2) C onduction axially,
3) C onvection th rough the gas.
= x ( 2 r d r + d r 2) 
« 2  n r  dr
Figure 4.3 Annular element o f the sensor
C onsider first subsystem  1 (S.S. I) inside the  tube from  Figure 4.2. E quations are 
derived using a similar p rocedure to  [34],
H eat conducted into the  annular elem ent in the  radial direction is
,  ,  „  , d r  idqr = - k G ¿Tcrdx— -  dr E quation 4.1
w here q  is heat conducted, kG is the  therm al conductivity o f  the  gas and 7) is the  
tem perature in S.S. 1.
H eat conducted  ou t o f  the annular elem ent in the radial elem ent is
dqr+dr =  ~kG ln (r  +  d r ) d xo^r
B y T aylor’s T heorem
E quation 4.2
r+dr
dTx
dr r^ + d r ^r+dr ^ à 1 f t E quation 4.3
So net heat conducted  in radially is
27jrkGr d i ]  d 2 T .  '— -  + r — -L ydr dr j dxdr E quation  4.4
Similarly heat conducted  in axially is
2nrkc — f  dxdr E quation  4.5
G dx2
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C onvection into the elem ent is
qx =  2nr ■ dr ■ u{r)pC p7j Equation 4.6
w here u, p  and C p are the velocity, density  and specific heat capacity  o f the gas 
respectively. C onvection out o f the elem ent is:
qx+dx= 2m'-dr-u{r)pCp 
N et heat convected out is
d riTtr ■ dr ■ u(r)pC — ^-dx ox
_  d r f ,r ,  + ——dx ox Equation 4.7
Equation 4.8
A t equilibrium ,
N et convection out = net conduction  in radially  +  net conduction in axially
d r2Tir dr u(r) pC  — ^-dx =  lTtrkc dx
f  cTT. d %  ^— -  +  r — ^  dr d r2 dx dr + 2nrk,
d %
u (r ) P c P
1 dTt d %
r dr d r2 + k,
d %
dx2
, d 2Tr , d %  kG dr. ,  v ^  dr, n
kG~^r+kG - v r +— ñ— u(r)pcp —  = odx dr dr dx
dx dr
Equation 4.9
E quation 4.10 
E quation 4.11
d %  | d %  | 1 dr¡ rh(r)Cp dTi =Q
dx dr dr kGAx dx
E quation 4.12
w here A, = ^ 2 and m (r )=  A ,p « (r)  Equation 4.13
It is im portant to note that the m ass flow  rate m is a function o f  the radial length o f 
the pipe. The output value for m ass flow  rate through the sensor, mB , is a bulk stream  
value fo r the entire cross section o f the pipe and is related to the bulk  velocity  uB by 
the form ula thB =  pAuB. The velocity and m ass flow  rate as a function o f  the radius
can be show n to be o f the fo llow ing parabolic form s if  the gas has a sm ooth lam inar 
flow  [5]:
i(r )=  2ut 1 - and m (r)=  2mt
f  \ 2 'r
1 - r¡_ \ 1 _
E quation 4.14
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Equation 4  12 com plem ents the equation derived in [35] fo r flow  in a circular tube 
under conditions o f steady lam inar flow  w ith low  velocities, no concentration 
gradients, negligible pressure gradient, no source functions, and w ith sym m etric heat 
transfer and hydrodynam ically  fully  developed flow  present The equation can be 
seen to be in the cylindrical orthogonal coordinate system  as this is the m ost suitable 
to  use due to the geom etry o f the sensor
By a sim ilar procedure, expressions for subsystem s 2, 3, and 4  m ay be obtained and 
are recognisable as L aplace’s and Po isson’s equations
d 2Tu d 2Tu 1 dTu . -  , K- r i L +  ^ T -  + — r^- =  V r n (x, r )  =  0 Equation 4  15dx or r or
^ ^ni . d  Tm 1 dTm _  v 2t (y r~\ — ^  +  0  +  ° ^ / / / )
dx2 d r2 r dr V ’ '  kc kc
E quation 4  16
w here A2 =  x(ra2 -  ro2), kc is the therm al conductiv ity  o f the coils and q and q are 
heat input per unit length and per unit volum e respectively
^ ^  + ^ ^  +  - %  =  v 27]v = 0  Equation 4 17ox or r or
4.2.1 Boundary conditions
B oundary conditions m ust be expressed for a com plete m athem atical form ulation o f 
the com posite system
T he tem perature at the left and rightm ost boundary for each subsystem  is taken to be 
at am bient tem perature M athem atically  this m ay be expressed  as
Tj (x  e  {0, L}, rj =  0 , j (R egions I to  IV) E quation  4 18
dr - 0  E quation  4  19
r= 0
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This is chosen so that the tem perature on the centre line rem ains finite A m ore 
in tu itive understanding can be gam ed by realising that the centre line m ust be 
insulated  for it to  be a line o f sym m etry
Energy balance at boundaries (Fourier’s Law)
A t the boundary betw een the p ipe and the gas the fo llow ing relationship applies
w here the bu lk  tem perature TB, is the  average tem perature o f the gas along the length 
o f  the sensor and is a function o f axial length \  is the convection heat transfer 
coefficient at the sensor-gas interface
A t the boundary betw een the pipe and the coils
kp , kc and k, are the therm al conductiv ity  o f  the pipe, coils, and insulation 
respectively
A  perfect contact betw een the surfaces requires the absence o f gases or vacant spaces 
caused  by those blow holes, bubbles, or rough surfaces w hich are very likely to be 
present w hen tw o solids are brought together T races o f  poorly conducting  m aterials 
such as oxide film s w ill cause abrupt drops in the tem perature
If  the therm al contact resistances betw een the subsystem s is not equal to  zero, the 
tem peratures at their boundaries cannot be equated  A  different m terfacial boundary 
condition  then applies and a therm al contact coefficient ( hcl and hc2) m ust be sought
-L. ~  Kc  -y.. Equation 4 21
A t the boundary betw een the coils and the insulation
Equation  4 22
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E quation 4.23
E quation 4 .24
A t the external boundary, any heat lost is naturally convected  aw ay by air at am bient 
tem perature. This assum es that the radiation o f heat from  the insulation, given its 
quality, is negligible as stated earlier and this is desirable for obtaining a solution. 
The introduction o f a radiation term  w ould  involve tem perature term s to the fourth 
pow er (from  the S tefan-B oltzm ann Law ), and w ould give an undesirable non-linear 
system  o f equations to solve as an unw ieldy iterative approach w ould be necessary.
So the external boundary condition  is taken as:
w here hj is the convection heat transfer coefficient at the insulation-air interface. 7  
is the am bient tem perature o f the surroundings.
4.3 Solution m ethods:
In the case w here the boundaries o f a region are regular, m any m ethods exist to obtain 
an analytical solution to partial differential equations. T hese techniques include 
separation o f  variables (product solution), Laplace and integral transform s. In 
addition approxim ate analytical, num erical, analogical, and graphical m ethods also 
exist.
For a single body system , separation o f variables is the m ost applicable m ethod where 
the heat transfer problem  is in m ore than one dim ensional. U nfortunately  for a 
com posite system  such as the M FM , it is too cum bersom e to use any analytical 
m ethods. Sm all changes to the system  for im proved m odels w ould prove very tim e
Equation 4.25
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consum ing It is w ith this in m ind that attention w as draw n tow ards the num erical 
techniques available today
O ne m ay em ploy a num erical approxim ation m ethod such as the F inite D ifference 
(FD), the F inite E lem ent (FE), or the B oundary E lem ent (BE) M ethod to solve the 
governing equations
The classical num erical treatm ent for partial differential equations is the F inite 
D ifference M ethod w here the solution dom ain is approxim ated by a grid o f uniform ly 
spaced nodes A t each node, the governing differential equation is approxim ated by an 
algebraic expression that references adjacent grid points A  system  o f equations is 
obtained and solved fo r each value In the F inite E lem ent M ethod, the solution 
dom ain is d iscretised into a num ber o f  un iform  or non-uniform  finite elem ents that are 
connected  via nodes The change o f the dependent variable w ith regard to location is 
approxim ated w ithin each elem ent by an interpolation function The interpolation 
function is defined relative to the values o f the variable at the nodes associated with 
each elem ent T he original boundary  value problem  is then replaced by an equivalent 
integral form ulation that is reform ulated into a m atrix  equation that is subsequently 
solved fo r the unknow n variable B oundary E lem ent M ethods are seldom  used
4.3.1 Available software
M any therm al softw are packages are currently  available for the solution o f partial 
d ifferential equation type problem s M ost o f  them  are w ritten in the area  o f 
com putational flu id dynam ics and som e are available as sharew are or freew are on the 
W orld  W ide W eb (W W W ) H ow ever these sharew are and freew are program m es are 
generally very specialised and are not m aintained by the authors For the m ost part, 
the packages are available com m ercially  Three such packages are briefly  m entioned 
there are m any m ore
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1) HEATING
“H EA TIN G  is a general-purpose, conduction , heat transfer p rogram  w ritten and 
m aintained by the H eat T ransfer and F luid Flow  G roup (H TFFG ) [36] H EA TIN G  is 
w ritten m  FO R T R A N  77 and can solve steady-state and/or transient heat conduction 
problem s in one-, tw o-, or three-dim ensional C artesian, cylindrical, or spherical 
coordinates A  m odel m ay include m ultip le m aterials, and the therm al conductivity, 
density, and specific heat o f  each m aterial m ay be both tim e- and tem perature- 
dependent The boundary conditions, w hich m ay be surface-to-environm ent or 
surface-to-surface, m ay be  specified  tem peratures or any com bination  o f prescribed 
heat flux, forced convection, natural convection, and radiation The boundary 
condition param eters m ay be tim e- and/or tem perature-dependent G eneral graybody 
radiation problem s m ay be m odelled  w ith user-defined factors for radiant exchange 
The m esh spacing m ay be variable along each axis
Three steady-state solution techniques are available T ransient problem s m ay be 
solved using any one o f several fm ite-difference schem es C rank-N icolson im plicit, 
C lassical Im plicit Procedure (C IP), C lassical E xplic it Procedure (CEP), o r Levy 
explicit m ethod (w hich fo r som e circum stances allow s a tim e step greater than the 
C E P stability criterion) This package was rejected  for use because o f its high price
2) SINDA/FLUINT (System s Im proved N um erical D ifferencing A nalyzer w ith Fluid 
Integrator) is available for a w ide variety o f p latform s [37] This program  was 
originally developed m the 1960s by C hyrsler, T R W  and the N A SA  Johnson Space 
C enter It determ ines the solution o f an analogous R C  netw ork to the specified system  
o f  equations The therm al netw orks can be m odelled  in a infinite num ber o f  ways 
according to  engineering approxim ations T he engineer can vary either the spatial 
resolution (num ber o f elem ents used) o r the tem poral resolution (type o f elem ents 
used) This package also was rejected  fo r use because o f  its high price
3) The Partial Differential Equation Toolbox
The Partial D ifferential E quation  (PD E) Toolbox is used  in conjunction  w ith the 
M A TLA B  technical com puting environm ent [38] It contains pow erful and flexible
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tools for the study and solution o f PD Es in tw o-space d im ensions (2-D) and tim e 
F inite E lem ent M ethods (FEM ) are u tilised  by the toolbox The toolbox also provides 
autom atic and adaptive m eshing capabilities and solves the resulting system  o f 
equations using M A TLA B 's proven sparse m atrix  solver (\) and a state-of-the-art stiff 
so lver from  the O rdinary D ifferential Equations Suite
T he toolbox has been designed to intuitively  follow  the six steps associated w ith the 
PD E solution process using the finite elem ent m ethod T he steps (and corresponding 
toolbox m odes) are geom etry definition (draw m ode), specification o f boundary 
conditions (boundary condition m ode), selection o f PD E  coefficients that define the 
problem  (PD E m ode), finite elem ent d iscretization (m esh m ode), specification o f 
initial conditions and solution o f the PD E  (solve m ode), and postprocessing o f the 
solution (plot m ode) U nfortunately  this package w as not com m ercially  available 
w hen needed as it w ould  have proved to be a cost effective solution
4.4 Discretisation of temperature distribution equations:
Since the above equations and their associated boundary  equations are sufficiently 
com plex to preclude the use o f sim ple solution techniques, one m ust turn to num erical 
m ethods to obtain the required solution Figure 4  4  show s a tw o-dim ensional 
representation o f an elem ent w ithin  one o f the subsystem s
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U sing the 5-Point form ula the d iscretisations in equation  4  26 are used to approxim ate 
the partial differential equations F orw ard d ifference has been used to calculate the 
first derivatives, as it m ay lead to  a m ore diagonally  dom inant m atrix for those 
problem s w here the coefficients o f  the first derivatives are significantly  larger than 
those o f the second derivatives [39]
d 2T  1 / \ d 2T  1
dT 1 / \ dT 1 i \
l k = ~H l f r = ~K Equation 4  26
4.4.1 Subsystem I
From  equation 4  12 one gets the follow ing using the d iscretisations in equation 4  26
b - „ - V , 1 +TM l) t , ^ - 2 T , l + Ttlt, )  T ,h, - T , l m jC p , s
H ! K , 2 r ,K , ka A,
'•]
2 2
r 2
1 +  mjCp \
H ¿ K ,¿ TjK , kc AxH + T>-1.7 + T,i+i ,i
E quation 4  27
1 mjC p 1 
H 2 kc A,H
+ T"H + T,1.7+1 K , r}K t =  0/
E quation 4  28
4.4.2 Subsystem II
t J H  K „¿ rJK a
\
( 1 ^ ( 1 1 Í  1 )+ ? ; - > 7
1
+ 7 : + . 7 +  ^ 7 - l +  Tu +1
k j k J K n\ 11 )
1 1
K-ii r]K„
E quation 4 29
4.4.3 Subsystem III
'.7 H K , 2 r .K + T .< - 1 . 7 H ‘ + T.+ 1 . 7
+ T* 7 —i K , + T.'7+1
f \1 1
^ ///  rj ^ III
H ¿v /
- g ( i + « r j
E quation  4 30
N ote tha t again the heat input per un it volum e is dependent on tem perature for the 
coils
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4.4.4 Subsystem IV
¡’j
1
K IV¿ VjK ,^
' ± '  
H 2 + T.i+i j + T. k J + T.< 7+1
1 1
K w  rj K ¡v
E quation 4  31
K j , K n , K m and K !V refer to  the radial grid  spacm gs in the d ifferent subsystem s
Each subsystem  is initially div ided into nine grid spaces fo r w hich the tem perature at 
all the internal nodes is to  be calculated  Figure 4  5 show s the interconnection and 
labelling o f all the nodes The tem perature along the left and right hand sides is the 
tem perature o f the unheated gas, and is assum ed to  be at am bient tem perature
r =
r = r a
r = b
r =
r = 0
Ambient temperature 
1 2
3 4
5 6
7 8
Giunsi! y 9 T
9
11 1012
13 14
15 16
IN
17
19 1820
21 22
23 24
25 26
27 28
29 30
31 32
INSULATION
Thermal resistance
COILS
Thermal resistance
PIPE
GAS
Figure 4.5 Finite difference representation of problem
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Since there are therm al contact resistances betw een the insulation and coils, and the 
coils and the pipe, there w ill be a tem perature drop at the boundaries C onsequently 
there are separate nodes at each side o f the boundaries The result o f using this finite 
difference technique is that there w ill be 32 algebraic equations for each o f  the 32 
nodes in the system  T hese replace the partial d ifferential equations and their 
associated boundary  conditions A  m atrix  form  o f  these equations m ay be 
constructed, from  w hich one m ay use standard techniques such as G aussian 
elim ination  to solve for the nodal tem peratures
H ow ever the procedure needs to be generalised to obtain  tem peratures for an 
increasing num ber o f nodes The m ore nodes taken, the closer the approxim ation of 
the d ifference equation w ill be to the partial d ifferential equation A s a result the 
forem entioned m atrix  inversion techniques are not w ell-suited for obtaining a 
solution A n iteration technique such as G auss-Siedel m ay be used [40] [41] This is a 
m ore efficient m ethod o f solution than a direct m atrix  inversion
4.4.5 Boundary conditions
The boundary  conditions are d iscretised for the leftm ost nodes only T hese equations 
are easily adjusted to give the desired equations for the rightm ost nodes
A long line r=0 dr
d T
—  =  0 Equation 4  32
A t node 29
dT T21- T  
dr ~ 2 H E quation 4 33
A t node 30
3T J 2, - T  
dr 2 H
Equation 4 34
B oundary betw een subsystem s 1 and 2
E quation  4  35
Equation 4 36
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Tb i s  found by num erical in tegration o f all the gas nodes in the radial direction at each 
axial location
B oundary betw een subsystem s 2 and 3
O n th is boundary, tw o equations are relevant C ondition 1 states in m athem atical 
term s that the heat leaving region 3 at r=ra is equal to  the heat entering region 2 at 
r= ra The last term  in C ondition 2 specifies the heat drop due to im perfect therm al 
contact betw een the tw o regions
k dr = k, <9r,ndr C ondition  1 (Fourier’s Law) E quation  4  37
T  =  r■l n i |r=r •'n +
kp ST,
K, dr E quation 4  38
C ondition 2 (F ourier’s Law  com bined w ith N ew ton’s Law  o f  cooling)
From  conditions 1 and 2 above, one arrives at the fo llow ing for T 15 and T 17,
‘ 17
1 I I ^ ,I,kphelK„ K„kc + T,19
^ —k K  k ^/i p
K ^ n K„kc + Ta( - 1) = 0
Tl5+Tl3
i + _ A .
Kx&nk D ( K jnkp' ~T~ -1 I ap l  ^ iii^ p
h K nkc
+ T,19
b- V kp _|_ K u,kp
Equation 4  39
\ \
h i K K „ k r'■cl**-/! A cl ¡I ^ l l ^ C
k  K  k^p i ^i/i^p
K í K,¡ K„kc
B oundary betw een subsystem s 3 and 4
~ K
K i K „
=  0
E quation 4  40
The fo llow ing equations are sim ilarly  derived for T 7 and T 9
j i Km k,
hC2 K/v K jykc j
+ T< k, K w k¡Kjykç
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1 +
^c2  K j y  A h - g l ^ i y  K ¡ y k c
/
Equation 4  42
B oundary betw een subsystem  4 and surrounding air
E quation  4  43
E quation  4  44
4.5 MATLAB coding:
“M A TLA B  is a technical com puting environm ent for h igh-perform ance num eric 
com putation and v isualisa tion” [42] Its beauty lies in its ease o f  program m ing w here 
the basic data elem ent is a m atrix  that does not require d im ensioning Readily 
available toolboxes and functions allow  a problem  to  be expressed as they w ould  be 
m athem atically
Row  degeneracies occur w hen one or m ore o f the equations in a  linear system  is a 
linear com bination o f the others T here w ill always be a un ique solution as long as 
there is no row  degeneracies A  set o f equations that are degenerate is called  singular 
[43] W hile not exact linear com binations o f  each other, som e o f the equations m ay 
be so close to being linearly  dependent that roundoff errors in the m achine render 
them  linearly dependent at som e stage o f the solution process In this case the 
num erical procedure has failed A ccum ulated  roundoff errors m  the solution can 
sw am p the true solu tion  T he num erical procedure has not how ever failed 
algorithm ically T he e rro r can be seen by direct substitu tion back into the original 
equations
The equations in sections 4  4  1 to  4  4  5 w ere program m ed m  the M A TLA B  
environm ent They are coded  m such a w ay as to allow  a variable num ber o f nodes in
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the axial and radial directions It w as found w hen coding this particular problem  that 
the A m atrix (see equation 4  45) is very close to  being singular
M A TLA B  provides an appropriate w arning o f the condition num ber o f the m atrix  
being extrem ely large, and the fact that the com puted results m ay be inaccurate In the 
event that the calculated m atrix  T  is suspected as being w rong, th is can be easily 
verified by direct substitu tion back into the original equations The closer the 
equations are to being singular the m ore likely  that T  w ill be inaccurate The use o f 
the M A TLA B  com m and T=A\B to  solve for T  com pounds the problem  as G aussian 
elim ination  is im plem ented
In practice the size o f the m atrix  system  to be solved is very large as m any m esh 
points are needed for h igher degrees o f accuracy This stem s from  the fact that the 
sensor ellip tic boundary value problem  produces a large num ber o f conditions that 
m ust be satisfied It is w asteful to  use general m ethods o f  linear algebra on such 
problem s, because m ost o f  the arithm etic operations are devoted  to  solving the set o f 
equations or inverting  the m atrix involve zero  operands It is pointless therefore to 
reserve m em ory fo r unfruitful zero elem ents E fficiency o f algorithm s, both m 
com putational load and storage requirem ents, becom es a principal concern
The sparseness1 o f the system  m ust therefore be u tilised, and taken advantage of, as 
otherw ise the problem  w ill becom e prohibitively  large [39] U sing sparse m atrix  
techniques, the increasing num ber o f nodes does not present a problem , and different 
sparse m atrix  techniques are used to solve for the node tem peratures T im e and 
m em ory space can be saved depending on the type o f sparse form  M ethods for 
solv ing sparse system s rely  specifically  on the form  o f  m atrix  sparsity  present A
!A system o f linear equations is called sparse  if  a relatively small number o f its matrix elements are 
nonzero See Figure 4 6 Non-zero elements along the main diagonal can be clearly seen
E quation 4 45
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diagonal m atrix w ith fringes is produced as a result o f the discretisation. Fringes are 
nonzero  diagonal lines parallel to the m ain diagonal as can be seen in Figure 4.6.
Speed and efficiency are fundam ental issues w ith regard to all softw are design. One 
should endeavour to avoid ‘bo ttleneck’ com putations that stifle fast program  
execution. A  num ber o f m ethods are recom m ended w ithin M A TLA B to facilitate a 
speed increase:
1) A void the use o f fo r  loops. This can be done w ith the aid o f vectorisation 
techniques. V ector operators are used  so that all operations m ay be perform ed on each 
elem ent sim ultaneously instead o f  cyclically [44].
2) In the event that a 2D  array needs to be initialised, use the zeros com m and (Method 
A) to  preallocate and initialise rather than a nested loop structure (Method B). This 
becom es apparent for very large m atrices.
M ethod A  M ethod B
for i = 1 :m, 
for j  = l:n ,
A =zeros(M ,N ); A (i,j) = 0;
end; end;
Diagram which illustrates the sparsity o f the A matrix
nz= 1135
Figure 4.6 Illustration o f sparsity o f matrix A
3) M A TLA B  has a built in sparse m atrix data  type along with m any associated 
algorithm s that m ay be transparent to the users. T his serves to greatly reduce 
com putation  tim e for sim ulation. If  a sparse m atrix is to  be preallocated, using the
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spalloc com m and reduces the tim e taken o f  the zeros com m and as m em ory space is 
necessary only for nonzero  m atrix  elem ents. A  knock on effect can now  be observed 
in M A TLA B. W hen the system s sparseness is detected, a different algorithm , other 
than G aussian elim ination , is autom atically  used to find a system  solution using the 
A/B  com m and. The form er algorithm  proved to be m uch faster than the standard 
iterative m ethod know n as G auss-Siedel. (Iterative m ethods have quick  solution 
convergence). The bu ilt in nature o f  the algorithm  into  the M A TLA B  package w ould 
also have a bearing on this point. Functions from  the N um erical A lgorithm s G roup 
(N A G ) toolbox failed  to give any increase in com putation speed [45]. F igures 4.7 and 
4.8 show  the reduction o f floating point operations (flops), and the factor o f  speed 
increase u tilising sparsity.
F ig u re  4.7 F lo p s re d u c tio n  in  u s in g  sp a rs e  m e th o d
Speed increase in soMng linear system using sparseness
jjjn I
°0  100 200 300 400 500 000 700 800 900 1000
Matrix size (N)
F igure 4.8 Speed increase in using sparse  m ethods
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It is very easy to  construct a graphical user interface (G U I) for the  m odels using 
M A TLA B  O ne is show n m Figure 4 9 w hich allows th e  user to  change m odel type 
and param eter values w ithout th e  need for editing and rerunning program s
Figure 4.9 GUI for model
4.6 Summary:
This chapter illustrated reasons w hy a tw o  dim ensional m odel m ay be m ore applicable 
In th e  derivation o f  the  2D  equations, it can be seen tha t new  param eters such as all o f  
the  therm al conductivities and contact coefficients are in troduced to  the  m odel The 
effect o f  these in troductions will be  show n in the  follow ing chapter
I t w as decided from  am ong the options available to  solve th e  m odel equations tha t the 
cheapest w as to  w rite  M A TLA B  program s for a  finite difference schem e Som e o f  the 
m ost useful com m ercially available P D E  softw are w as discussed A  description o f  
how  the equations w ere discretised and coded w as m cluded along w ith som e advice 
and lim itations o f  this m ethod Also briefly m entioned w as the  fact tha t M A TLA B  has 
to  capability to  easily develop G U Is for the  m odels
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CHAPTER 5
ACQUISITION OF SENSOR DATA
5.1 Introduction
T his chapter outlines the characterisation  o f the M FR  versus bridge voltage o f the 
sensor w hich is needed to  validate the previously  described m odels An explanation 
o f the test rig used for this purpose is given along w ith the associated  code for the 
digital signal processing (D SP) card
5.2 Test rig setup
The test rig  w as set up as show n in F igure 5 1 below
Device under 
test Calibrated Mass Flow Controller
Figure 5.1 Sensor test rig setup
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The device under test (D U T ) and a M FC are placed in series w ith  the gas supply input. 
It is im portant to  place the  tw o  devices in the  above o rder shown in Figure 5.1, 
especially w hen m easuring extrem ely low  M FR s as even local air currents may 
influence readings. See Figure 5.2. The dashed line represents the case w here the 
D U T  is dow nstream  o f  the  M FC. This is assum ed to  be the  result o f  a pressure effect 
since this is the only change that could occur due to  a change in the relative positions 
o f  the D U T  and the M FC.
V ariation o f sensor characte ristic due to  pos ition  o f DUT
Figure 5.2 Pressure effect on the sensor
The first task  involved selecting an existing sensor to  be thoroughly  tested  for static 
characteristics. An E -T ype U nit Instrum ents sensor w as used for this purpose purely 
fo r availability reasons. The sensor w as incorporated  into a Unit Instrum ents m ass 
flow  controller w hich has its bypass blocked so as to  allow only sensor flow. To 
ensure no control action over m ass flow  rate  by the valve, which is norm ally closed, 
15V  w as applied to  it to  keep the valve fully open at all times. This has the effect o f  
breaking the  Proportional-Integral-D erivative (PID ) feedback control loop in the 
circuit. The ou tpu t o f  the  sensor is m easured at tes t point 5 on the  printed circuit 
board, w hich corresponds to  the  W heatstone bridge output voltage amplified by a 
know n factor.
T o control the flow  through the sensor o f  each o f  the  test gases used, a mass flow 
controller (M FC ) is used. Ideally the  M FC should have the  range O-lOOsccm, the 
sensor test range, for maxim um  accuracy in setpoint readings for each o f  the different
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test gases Since there was access only to an M FC  calibrated  for N itrogen alone, 
tables w ere used  w hich correlated  the M FC s set po in t to its M FR  fo r various gases 
Interpolation, by a curve fitting  m ethod, w as then used  to establish interm ediate 
points T est gases used  included
A rgon, C arbon D ioxide, C arbon T etrafluoride (CF4), H elium , H ydrogen, 
N itrogen, and S ulphur H exafluoride (SFe)
A  portable com puter incorporating  a Loughborough system  interface board w ith  the 
T M S320C 30 digital signal p rocessor (D SP) is used  to set the flow  rate through the 
sensor, and also to  record  the  output voltage T he L SI card is only capable o f handling 
voltages in the range ±3V , so additional scaling w as required  to convert the above to 
the range o f the M FC s setpoint, 0-5V  See A ppendix  B
5.3 Description of code
5  3  1 O u t l i n e
T he code used  for the T M S320C 30 is listed  in A ppendix C A  flow  chart 
representation o f the program , and its in terrupt subroutine is show n in Figure 5 3 The 
salient aspects o f the code are explained below
5  3  2  D i s a b l i n g  t h e  T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0  c a r d
The C PU /D M A  in terrupt enable register (IE) is a 32-bit reg ister located in the C PU  
register file  [1] T o  reset/d isable the IE  register, all the bits are set to 0  This can be 
done by logically  A N D m g OFFFD w ith the contents o f  IE, and placing the result in IE 
The com m and asm indicates that the assem bly language code for the  D SP  card is to  be 
used T herefore asm (“and 0FFFDh,IE”), has the effect o f d isabling  the ‘C 30 card
5  3  3  E n a b l i n g  t h e  T M S 3 2 0 C 3 0  c a r d
E nabling the card  entails using  the fo llow ing assem bly language com m ands 
asm (“or 2h,IE”), 
asm( “or 2000h, ST”),
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The first com m and logically  O R s a value o f 10 (binary) in to  IE. B it one is set high to 
enable external interrupt 1. The second com m and enables b it 13 o f  the status register 
(ST), w hich represents the G lobal Interrupt E nable (GIE).
5.3.4 Interrupt subroutine (ISR)
Setting up the ISR  involves setting the tim er (sam pling) period and the routines name:
1. T he contents o f the T im er G lobal C ontrol are set to 0x601=11000000001 (binary). 
B it 0 configures T C L K  as a tim er pin. B it 9 sets up the internal clock w hich 
increm ents the tim er to  have a period of 120ns. T he contents o f the T im er Period 
R egister are then set to the desired sam pling period d ivided by the period o f the 
internal clock  (120ns). T he m axim um  period allow ed is OxFFFFFFFF* 120ns = 
515s.
2. Interrupts are handled  directly  by  C functions by using a special nam ing 
convention. Interrupt subroutines m ust have the fo llow ing nam e form at: c_intAW, 
w here N N  is a tw o-digit in terrupt num ber betw een 00 and 99. c_ in t0 0  is reserved 
as the C entry  point.
D ata m ay be sent or read from  either o f tw o input/output (IO) addresses in the card 
w hich are nam ed A_CHANNEL and B_CHANNEL in the code. W hen sending data to 
the digital to analog converters (D A C s) an integer value m ust be used. The floating 
point value therefore is first converted  to an integer, and shifted left 16 bits, as only 
the top 16 bits are used: *B_CHANNEL=desired_value «  16
R eading from  the analog to  digital converters (A D C s) is sim ilar to  the D A C  “w rite” 
process, except that the data is shifted from  the top to  the bottom  16 bits: 
in A =  ( *A_CHANNEL) »  16;
5.3.5 Writing the output data to file
It is im portant to rem em ber that there is a tim e delay o f one sam ple period  for both the 
A D Cs and the D A C s. This is significant especially in control applications. Since a 
ram p function is “w ritten” to channel B, there w ill be a tw o sam ple delay betw een our 
setpoint and the value read in from  channel A.
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M ain Program Interrupt Subroutine
Figure 5.3 Program Flow chart
5.4 Summary
T his chapter described the im plem entation  of the sensor test rig  T he related softw are 
has been designed to allow  ease o f  use by specifying com m and line argum ents, w hich 
negate the need for tim e consum ing recom pilations
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CHAPTER 6
VALIDATION
6 .11ntroduction
T his chapter validates the m odels developed w ithin chapters 3 &  4  w ith the data 
garnered from  the test rig  explained  in chapter 5. G raphs o f the experim ental data are 
superim posed on predicted m odel outputs for com parison purposes. T he variation o f 
the prediction  betw een ID  and the 2D m odels is also com pared. To facilitate use o f a 
m eter w ith o ther gases, flow  ratios, also know n as ‘conversion facto rs’, are norm ally 
com puted. T hese factors are com puted  from  the m odel and com pared to published 
values [20].
W here the m eter is used as an integral part o f  a control loop, there is great need to 
e lim inate its non-linearity  (due fo r the m ost part to  the sensor). To this end, tw o 
m ethods o f counteracting it are presented. The first described is the p iecew ise linear 
schem e, chosen by U nit Instrum ents for its com m ercially  available m odels and the 
second presents the benefits o f  developing an inverse function o f the output w hich 
w hen m ultip lied  w ith the output gives a linear system .
6.2 Data obtained for all the gases
A  graph o f the experim ental da ta  is show n in Figure 6.1 for the follow ing gases:
A rgon (Ar)
N itrogen (N 2)
C arbon D ioxide (C O 2)
S ulphur H exafluoride (SF6)
H elium  (He), H ydrogen (H 2)
C arbon T etraflouride (CF4)
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This graph highlights the  vast difference in the ou tpu t curves for each o f  the  gases. 
This is the  data which will be used to  validate results.
Rig recorded data for each of the gases
Figure 6.1 Rig data for all gases
6.3 One dimensional results
The following section show s graphs o f  the  recorded data  for the  gases w ith  the 
predicted curves from  the model. The recorded  data is show n in red fo r all the graphs 
while the one dimensional m odel prediction is illustrated in green.
Figure 6.2 Recorded vs Model outputs for Nitrogen
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Figure 6.3 Recorded vs Model outputs for Argon
Figure 6.4 Recorded vs Model outputs for Hydrogen
Figure 6.5 Recorded vs Model outputs for Helium
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B y considering the results obtained from  the m odel, it can be seen that the output 
curve approaches the output taken from  the test rig  O ne can also see that the m odel 
ou tpu t is greater than the rig  output fo r som e gases and conversely  for others In 
addition  the m axim um  point o f the tw o curves do not m atch w hich w ould  suggest that 
there is an elem ent o f  the m odel, a new  term , w hich m ay be m issing This can not 
sim ply be m odelled  as a ‘fudge o r correction fac to r’, a constan t term  tim es the output, 
as it is not only a scaling prob lem  T herefore to im prove the m odel, it w as expanded 
to  tw o  dim ensions in the hope that the new  m odel term s w ould  resu lt m  a closer 
approxim ation to the m easured values
6.4 Two dimensional results
M odelling  the system  in the radial as w ell as the axial dim ension provided the 
opportunity  to v isualise the tem perature profile in this dim ension and to  get an idea o f 
the am ount o f heat lost from  the system  U nfortunately  the system  equations provided 
by the  finite d ifference m ethod  proved  to  be to  unsolvable for the  four regions 
described in C hapter 4  H ence the m odel w as reduced to  three regions in assum ing 
that no heat passed from  the coils to  the insulation F igure 6 6 show s the radial 
tem perature profile  o f the sensor w hen an M FR  o f 100 seem  o f nitrogen is passing 
through it
The m odel was lim ited  to  three regions due to the m athem atical capabilities o f the 
chosen solution m ethod, w hich is no t particularly  adaptable to  problem s o f high aspect 
ratios w ith very d istinct and abrupt boundary  conditions A  first attem pt at correcting 
such problem s w ould  involve increasing the num ber o f grid  points H ow ever, given 
these particular problem s, an increase m  the num ber o f  grid  points is not a feasible 
option as there w ere already m em ory issues associated w ith  getting a solution U sing 
three regions only, and therefore assum ing that all the heat from  the coils passes 
inw ards through the sensor tow ards the gas, one can see that there is a virtually  no 
difference betw een th is and the ID  m odel
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Radiai temperature distribution of the sensor
Figure 6.6 Radial temperature distribution
The boundary between the gas and the interior wall of the sensor is easily 
distinguishable at 3.94mm and shows the abrupt change of the thermal conductivity. 
By contrast, there is no apparent difference at this resolution at the sensor-coil 
interface 5.97mm as both the coils and sensor are at the same temperature given the 
much higher thermal conductivity of both compared to the gas. Indeed, given the fact 
that the radial temperature profile along the sensor is ‘flat’, it can be deducted that all 
the heat is conducted to the gas and that virtually no heat is lost by the sensor itself. 
This was verified by calculating the amount of the heat supplied along the axial 
direction which passes from the sensor through to the gas for all mass flow rates and 
has been found to be almost 100%.
The one-dimensional and two-dimensional models results were then compared to see if 
any significant change or improvement in the latter over the former. The 2D model 
results was found to be only very slightly different and represent no significant 
improvement on the ID model as the change is practically negligible.
There are a number of reasons for this, most notably the fact that the model is limited 
to three regions. It would seem that it is necessary to include the insulation layer in the 
model at least for low flows as the conductivity of the insulation is of the same Ofder as 
that of the gas at this stage.
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An explanation can be given on consideration of the sensor as analogous to an 
electrical circuit as m Figure 6 7 Each thermal resistance is inversely proportional to 
the thermal conductivity of the region involved and one can see that the thermal 
resistance of the gas region is a variable dependant on the mass flow rate Note also 
that the flow of current in the circuit is analagous to the flow of heat From the 
diagram, one can see that the thermal resistance of the gas region is low for high mass 
flow rates and vice versa Therefore, for high flow rates the combined thermal 
resistance of the gas and sensor regions is of a much lower order of magnitude than 
that of the insulation region and, as such, the vast majority of the heat ("current") will 
flow through branch A For the other extreme, allowing for extremely low mass flow 
rates, the thermal resistances of branches A and B have the same order of magnitude, 
and so the flow of heat through both is approximately equal
If one considers the extreme case where 50% of the heat is lost to the exterior, then as 
already previously shown, the magnitude of the output will decrease proportionally 
Given the above fact, one would expect to see a change between the ID and the 2D 
models as shown m Figure 6 8 It is difficult to predetermine the mass flow rate at 
which the effect becomes negligible (100 seem in the diagram) and also the magnitude 
of the effect This is the principal failure of the 2D model as it stands and highlights 
the need to further investigate the effect with regard to loss mass flow rates
A sen sor B
Figure 6.7 Analogous circuit to sensor
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Expected influence of insulation on the output
Figure 6.8 Expected influence of insulation
6.5 Flow ratio between gases
Figure 6 9 shows the bridge voltage output of the sensor for both nitrogen and argon 
gas Any horizontal line drawn across to intersect both curves gives the mass flow 
rates through the sensor for each of the two gases for this particular output voltage 
Note that this is only possible up to the maximum output value for argon Dividing 
m2 by mx for all output values gives what is known as a ‘conversion factor’ curve
Calculating the conversion factor between gases
Figure 6.9 Conversion factors’ calculation
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It can be seen from Figure 6.10 that the conversion factor is a function of the mass 
flow rate of the two gases. The initial peak seems is a valve effect which may be 
attributable to stiction at the lower end of valve travel.
Conversion factor for Argon with respect to Nitrogen
Figure 6.10 Conversion factor for Argon with respect to Nitrogen
It is important to note that this figure is normally only calculated when the units of 
flow rate are seem, a figure which is dependent on the mass flow rate and the gas 
density. A conversion factor based on mass flow rates (kg/s) can be converted to its 
seem equivalent by multiplying it by a constant equal to p Ar/ p Ni . The conversion
factor (CF) is particularly useful when a sensor has been calibrated for one gas (known 
as a surrogate) only. In such cases one need only multiply the calibrated output by the 
CF to find the mass flow rate of the secondary gas. In effect therefore, the sensor is 
calibrated for all gases for which the CF is known. CFs for all of the test gases are 
shown below in Figure 6.11. It can be seen that these figures are relatively stable for 
the range 0-100 seem.
Conversion values were then computed using the model only and these values proved 
to be highly inaccurate by at least an order of magnitude given the cumulative effect of 
the model error for each of the gases. The model values were also found not to be 
constant over the 100 seem range used for the experimental data. A much improved 
model would have to be developed if the predicted conversion factors are to be used in
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place o f experimentally obtained results However, it is worth noting that CFs are only 
ever published by Unit Instruments for small degrees of accuracy In the event that 
higher accuracy is required, meter recalibration is necessary
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Figure 6.11 CFs for all test gases
6.6 Inverse output function
It has been previously mentioned that the sensor in general practice is only used for 
measuring limited MFRs (-10 seem) due to its incorporation in a bypass arrangement 
This ensures that the linearity of the sensor output voltage is at a maximum prior to 
further conditioning
Figure 6 12 shows an example of the piecewise linear scheme used by Unit Instruments 
that can easily be changed to include an increased number of approximating output 
lmes Note that the diagram shows a linearisation over 150 seem using three lines for 
clarity as in reality, Umt Instruments use a five line scheme on the first 10 seem only 
for increased accuracy
CFs for various gases with respect to N2 for recorded data
Araon
Helium
Hvdroqen
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
CarbonTetrafluonde
Sulphur Hexafluonde
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Piecewise linear method used by Unit Instruments
Figure 6.12 Piecewise linearisation
To increase the useful range of the sensor one may utilise an inverse function of the 
output. A mathematical definition an inverse function can be given by [46]:
Two functions f:ADB and g:D D E are said  to be inverse functions or in v erses  of each  
other, provided that,
(i) T he dom ain of ea ch  is in th e range o f th e other. A=E and D=B; and
(ii) f(g(x))=x for ail x  in D and g(f(x))=x for all x  in A
If the output is multiplied by its inverse function, one obtains a one to one relationship 
between the input and output. This is a more useful output form with regard to any 
control methodology as the system non-linearities are effectively removed. In this case 
the MFM and its inverse function would be treated as a single linear system as in 
Figure 6.13. The added benefit in using an inverse function is that the sensor may now 
be used to measure MFRs greater than that at which the maximum output voltage 
occurs. The simplest method of finding the function is in finding the reflection of the 
output in the line y  = x. This is done by merely interchanging the x and y  coordinates 
on the output curve. A polynomial of any degree can then be fitted to the new 
coordinates using MATLAB.
Figure 6.13 Block diagram of a mass flow controller
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6.7 Model accuracy
Given the considerable weakness of the model to parameter tolerance, it was decided 
to show in a visual fashion as in Figure 6 14, for greater effect, the error bounds of the 
model and thereby present the limitations of the model to date This diagram also 
includes a trace of the experimental data in between these two limits and the two limits 
take into account the model’s unknown parameters
However, the results do show that the experimental data always lies within the error 
range of the model and that to this extent, the accuracy of the model is always assured 
The fact that the maximum value of the experimental data occurs at a lower flowrate 
than was expected can be explained due to the unknown value of the thermal 
conductivity of the sensor Conductivities for stainless steels vary considerably and a 
value was taken based on the stainless steel type which is 316L
As was found earlier when computing conversion factors, the model is not accurate 
when combining model results o f other gases as a multiplication of the error occurs
Error bounds of model
Figure 6.14 Error bounds of model based on parameter tolerence
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6.8 Summary:
The results of the ID model were seen to reproduce the experimental data in shape 
and form, yet it remained clear that given the difference between both for all of the 
chosen gases, there were elements which needed to be further analysed and modelled 
to bring closer together the two sets of results However, from a more optimistic point 
of view, it is obvious that the modelling was proceeding in the right direction In light 
of the above need, the model was extended to 2D to take into account the effect of all 
the previously unmodelled terms
The effect of the gas conductivity on the accuracy of the model was shown to be 
minimal Reasons for extending the model to include the insulation layer were 
presented given its effect at low mass flow rates An image of its projected effect is 
also included and explained
If the sensor is to be used as part of a mass flow control system, the output must be 
linearised to make use of the simplest control methodologies Unit Instruments given 
method of piecewise linearising the output curve was presented along with its 
limitations and an alternative method shown is to compute an inverse function for the 
output of the sensor for all the gases with the aid of which one can have a perfectly 
linear system MFMs incorporating the thermal mass flow measurement typically 
utilise PID controller designs To enable their use in this manner, it is vital that the 
MFMs output is linear
The model’s accuracy may also be complemented by obtaining more precise 
parameter values, as well as extending the model to include the insulation region The 
sensitivity of the model to each of its parameters was already presented, and the effect 
of all these were combined to give worst case error bounds for the model These are 
very significant and emphasise the limits within which the model can be judged in 
terms of its precision since the experimental data is clearly to be found between these 
two limits
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis presented in its opening chapters the raison d’être of thermal mass- 
flow meters for gases and identified the market niche in particular of the most recent 
addition to this group, the capillary type thermal meter. It was recognised why this 
type of meter is particularly suited to measuring low quantities of gases for industrial 
processes. Volumetric type meters were determined to be inherently inaccurate due to 
their sensitivity to changing ambient pressure and temperature.
Building on the above needs, it was decided to model the thermal meter, as no 
models for such meters were readily available in any science and engineering journals. 
At present, all design of these sensors is based on qualitative and accumulated 
knowledge from experimentation. The sensor is somewhat taken as a ’magical 
device’ with little effort at understanding its dynamics taking place. A model on the 
other hand helps optimise a meter’s design, allows system expertise to be quickly 
gained and helps reduce design cycle time by predicting the effect of parameter 
changes. The goal always remains the same: to understand which of the system's 
characteristics and interactions are essential in order to quantify and represent its 
behaviour.
The physical construction of the device was outlined in chapter 3 and all 
aspects of the meter were modelled given that the meter functions as a bypass 
arrangement. It was initially assumed that the ratio of flow of gas through the 
capillary to the flow through the bypass is always constant. This assumption was 
validated for one particular bypass arrangement and it was shown that there are only 
slight constant deviations which could easily be taken into account by any simple 
sensor control scheme. A model of the sensor’s electronic bridge arrangement was 
also developed.
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At this point the system’s ‘heart’, its sensor, was modelled using the standard 
heat laws to allow a complete simulation of the mass flow meter. It was decided to 
begin by modelling in one dimension only. This initiative proved productive in that it 
provided an output which reproduced published results (without model) and inferred 
that the approach taken was correct. Using the model as an aid to provide the average 
coil temperatures for changing flow rate, the output curve was also comprehensively 
explained. The ability to view temperature distribution of the coils for different flow 
rates helps improve one’s understanding of the sensor’s characteristics.
One of the most useful properties of the model is that it allows us to examine 
the sensor’s sensitivity to parameter changes. It was found on a whole that the 
capillary tube is the single most sensitive element of the sensor and from which it was 
concluded that any manufacturing process of sensors must concentrate on the radial 
measurements. The sensor is too sensitive to radial tolerances and using its quoted 
measurements, the predicted output may increase threefold. This helps explain the 
need for individual calibration of meters at present. Slight changes in the sensor 
length (within the tolerances) were shown to have a negligible output effect. Given 
that a value for the thermal conductivity of the sensor could not be gained from Unit 
Instruments, this parameter remains unknown and an estimate was used. There is a 
huge variation in this value for differing stainless steels and on examination of the 
model equation, one can see that this term is always multiplied by the cross sectional 
area of the sensor. Hence any variation in this value is of the same order as that for 
the radial measurement. It was found that changes to the other model parameters, the 
specific heat capacity and the thermal coefficient of the coils are of lesser sensitivity. 
Also of use was the fact that accurate values of these quantities were available. The 
quantity of heat added to the system was concluded to be, to a first approximation, 
directly proportional to the output.
In general however, the model’s output voltage was much higher than 
expected so different heat distributions were tried to see their effects. Distributing the 
heat uniformly over the whole of the sensor was seen to be a poor approximation. 
After discarding the idea of a parabolic distribution for similar reasons, the model was
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adjusted to conform closer to reality by heating only a central part of the sensor. This 
part is 11 % of the sensor length for the Unit Instruments sensor. It was found that 
heating only this fraction lowers the voltage output. However it was found by varying 
this length within the model that the output has maximum sensitivity when 50% is 
heated. Having a small gap between the coils was shown to have no output effect as 
was changing the length of the sensor. Surprisingly, it was shown that the meter is 
extremely susceptible to changes in ambient temperatures as this was supposedly one 
of the strengths of the device. Hence this parameter must be taken into account in any 
future developments. Temperature changes are generally accounted for in the control 
electronics by means of temperature compensation circuitry, (for e.g. as in Unit 
Instrument devices.)
To take into account the effect of heat losses and the thermal conductivity of 
the gases, it was necessary to develop a two dimensional model in the cylindrical 
coordinate system. Given that the solution of the system of equations was to be 
obtained by finite difference methods, it was decided to reduce the model to ease its 
solution. Though the model was fully formed, and since there were no values 
available for thermal boundary resistances or for the sensor insulation, these 
parameters were neglected. This was justified in that the sensitivity due to these 
parameters was negligible with regard to those used in the ID model and that there 
was no need for added complexity. Heat loss by radiation was ignored as all system 
equations resulting from such would have be solved by iteration. The effect of 
thermal conductivity of the gas was noted as bringing about very little change.
To solve the system of equations involved, it was concluded that the cheapest and 
fastest method was to write finite difference code to be run in MATLAB, as this 
package has the added benefits of being widely available and ideally suited for matrix 
operations. In addition, it contains many useful sparse matrix features which 
drastically reduce the memory necessary and also the speed of solution. A function 
based on the Gauss-Siedel algorithm proved to be much slower than what is contained 
within MATLAB. MATLAB’s equation solver was found to be approximately twice 
as fast as those within the NAG toolbox such as F04ARF and F04ATF.
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Beyond a certain point, there was little need in adding extra terms to the 2D model as 
given their unknown values and their effect There was no benefit in adding extra 
terms that complicate the model with practically negligible terms Unfortunately it 
was concluded that the solution of the system for four regions was beyond the scope 
of the finite difference method and that to advance further a system based on finite 
element methods needs to be considered
7.2 Recommendations
Any recommendations for future work will obviously entail an increase m model 
variables and complexity that must have justified reasons for inclusion
1) The first recommendation is as to be expected It is essential to increase the 
accuracy of the model and to do this one must know the sensor’s parameter values as 
accurately as possible since the model is most sensitive to these values As was 
demonstrated in the previous chapter, the measured output curve of the meter falls 
within the considerable error band of the model’s associated values Given that the 
error margin is so high, further development is being impeded and the addition of new 
parameters is rendered senseless
2) A pressure term could be added into the model given the effects that were seen at 
low flows m chapter 5 It is obviously not negligible at these levels and it is not 
known if will have as much of a bearing at higher flow rates
3) Throughout the course of the work described here, the large effect of ambient 
temperature on the sensor output was shown and merely noted for later investigation 
To counteract its effect, a 2D lookup table could easily be constructed for the voltage 
output and the MFR for different temperatures within the MATLAB environment or 
alternatively one could temperature compensate the associated controllers at a later 
stage on a printed circuit board
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4) The sensor’s dynamic characteristics may be modelled by adding a time element to 
the equations, this would be easily incorporated The greatest difficulty associated 
with such a task would be gaining the solution to the system For this purpose, the 
finite difference scheme would not suffice as its limits are already being approached 
This is evident from the near singularity of the system matrix for four regions
5) The use of Finite Element Methods (FEM) could be considered for this purpose as 
they are more conducive for more difficult problems To write such code is an 
immense task and unfortunately such packages to solve generic problems are 
extremely expensive However the use of FEMs would alleviate the difficulties 
associated with boundaries In addition, one could practically abandon coding and 
concentrate on the modelling as opposed to the mathematics involved which is too 
much of a task in itself Some FEM code is distributed as freeware on the world wide 
web, so any code resembling the sensor’s mathematics could be taken and modified if 
package funding is available Nevertheless, no known package or code at present 
allows for changing mass flow rates
6) The next logical step after meter design is to devise a controller Given that the 
dynamic characteristics would be known, one could readily design the control 
circuitry for the system It would appear from observation that the sensor behaves as a 
simple first order system, a fact which could be easily validated The use of a 
controller with a response time of a higher order of magnitude than that of the sensor 
would be needed to record the step response For such controllers, the inverse 
functions mentioned previously are very much applicable
To summarise, it would be worthwhile continuing the development of a 2D model 
only if the addition of extra model terms need to be investigated Otherwise, the 
continued use of a ID model may be considered if improvements are made to both the 
approximation of the heat input and the heat loss
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APPENDIX A
Bypass to sensor flow  ratio test code (M ATLAB)
% This program demonstrates the validity, or otherwise, of 
% assuming that the fraction of the flow in an MFM through 
% the sensor is a constant
clear all, 
hold off,
dens=0 93 6, % Density of Nitrogen
v=0 2209e-4, % Kinematic viscosity of Nitrogen
Ls=0 0889, % Length of sensor (3 5")
Rs=3 937e-4, % Radius of sensor
Lb=0 0254, % Length of bypass tubes (1")
rb=mput (' Dia of bypass9 '), % Units 0 001"
Rb=rb*25 4e-6/2, % Radius of bypass
I=input(1 Number of bypasses’ '), % Number of bypass tubes
tol=le-16, % tolerance m  computed value of mass flow rate
Cl=16*dens*pi*v*Ls,
C2=16*dens*pi*v*Lb,
As=pi*Rs*Rs,
Ab=pi*Rb*Rb,
A=Ab/As,
Ms=[le-10 le-8 2 4e-7],
for i=l length(Ms),
Mold=0,
Mnew=10000,
while abs(Mnew-Mold)>tol,
Mold=Mnew,
C3=sqrt( (2 5+Cl/Ms(i)) /(I 5+C2*1/(Mold-Ms(l))) ),
Mnew=Ms(l)*(1+I*A*C3),
M (l)=Mnew,
K (i) = (M(l)-Ms(i))/Ms (i) , 
end 
end
Msccm=(M*60/l 1421)*le6, % Total flow m  seem
Msc=(Ms*60/l 1421)*le6, % Flow through sensor m  seem
plot(Msc,K), % Sensor flow (seem) v flow ratio
xlabel(1 Sensor flow (seem) '),
ylabel('bypass to sensor flow ratio1),
title(['Variation of ratio constant between bypass (',
num2str(I),'*',num2str(rb),' thou) and sensor']),
figure(gef),
clear A Cl C2 C3 Mold i Mnew tol rb v Ab As 
hold on,
plot([Msc(1) Msc(length(Msc))],[K(l) K(length(K))],'r'),
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APPENDIX B
Diagram ofTM S320C30 DSP card interface circuitry
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APPENDIX C
TMS320C30 ‘C ’ Code
/ *  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  * /
/* File: t.c30
Gabriel Duffy
Description: This file puts out a ramp signal on channel B
and takes back in sensor output on channel A.
* // *  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  * /
# include <math.h>
ttinclude <stdio.h>
ttinclude <stdlib.h>
#define B_CHANNEL (int*)0x804001 /*Address of Channel B */
#define A_CHANNEL (int*)0x804000 /*Address of Channel A */
#define PRIMCTL (int*)0x808064
#define EXPCTL (int*)0x808060
#define TIME_CTL (int*)0x808030
#define TIME_REG (int*)0x808038
int num_data=20; /* Num of data points required. Max=100 */
int period=300; /* Sample period (seconds) Max=515s */
long int max_value=2*32767; /* Corresponds to 6V span */
int des_val[100]={-32767}; /* -3V */
FILE * fp;
int inA;
int outB;
int in_val[100];
int max_count;
int count;
int increment;
int i ;
float count_time;
float volts=5;
void setup_isr();
void c_int01();
void record_data(void);
void reset(void);
void disable(void);
void enable(void);
int data_count(void);
void main_body(void);
/ * = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
Interrupt Routine
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
void c_int01()
{
*B_CHANNEL=des_val[count] «  16; /* Writes to B Channel */
/* B must be read first before change */ 
inA= (*A_CHANNEL) »  16; /* Reads A channel */
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m_val [count] =inA,
des_val [count+1] =des_val [count] +mcrement, 
if (des_val[count+1]>32767) 
des_val[count+1]=32767, 
count++,
}
/*====;======;=========================================================
Interrupt Handling Functions
=--- */
void disable(void)
{
asm(" and OFFFDh,IE "),
return,
}
void enable(void)
{
asm(" or 2h,IE ") ,
asm(" or 2 000h, ST"),
return,
}
void reset(void)
{
count=0,
count_time=0,
setup_isr(),
return,
}
void setup_isr()
{
m t  *mem,
disable(),
*TIME_CTL=0x601,
*TIME_REG=(1 0*period/120e-9),
*TIME_CTL=0x6cl,
asm(" sect \" mt01\""),
asm(" word _c_mt01 "),
asm(" text "),
mem=(int*) 0x2,
*mem= (mt) c_int01,
enable(),
}
Functions
void record_data(void)
{
int 1 ,
float desired_value, 
float dv, 
float m_value, 
float m_valu,
printf("\nNow transfenng data to file"), 
for (i=0,i<max_count-2,i++)
{
deslred_value=des_val[i]*3 0/32767,
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dv=(desired_value+3)*5/6, 
m_value=in_val[i+2]*3 0/32767, 
in_valu=m_value*5/3 + 5 0, 
fprintf(fp,"%4d %8 5f %8 2f %8 5f 
%8 5f\n",i ,desired_value,dv,in_value,in_valu),
}
}
void main_body(void)
{
m t  temp, 
temp=0,
pnntf (" \nSample period=%ds" , period) , 
pnntf (" \nNumber of data pomts=%d", num_data) , 
printf("\nMax value of voltage through D/A and 
Ampl's=%7 4fV",volts),
reset(),
printf (1 \nProgram running") , 
while(count<num_data+3)
{
/*temp++,*/
}
disable(), 
max_count=count, 
record_data(), 
printf("\nData Logged"),
printf("\nRemember to change name of data file C TXT1"), 
return,
}
/*= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
Main Function
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ! = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ; = = = = = = = = = = = = = = * /
void smain(int argc, char *argv[])
{
if (argc<3) printf("\nTaking defaults for unspecified values"), 
for (i=l, Kargc, i++) {
if (*(argv[i]++)=='/'){
switch(*(argv[l]++)){ 
case 1p 1
case 'P' period=atoi(argv[i]), 
break,
case 'n'
case 'N' num_data=atoi(argv[i]), 
break,
case 'm'
case 'M' volts=atof(argv[i]),
max_value=(long mt) abs(volts*2*32767/5) , 
break,
default break,}}}
increment=abs(1 0*max_value/num_data), 
fp = fopen("c txt", "a+"), 
mam_body () ,
}
/* End of smain() */
Nomenclature
NOMENCLATURE
Sym bol D escrip tion U nit
T Temperature °C
L Ambient temperature °C
L Length o f sensor m
r Radius o f sensor m
d Diameter o f sensor m
X Fractional length o f sensor -
k Thermal conductivity W/m°C
kg Thermal conductivity o f gas W/m°C
kP Thermal conductivity o f pipe W/m°C
k c Thermal conductivity o f coils W/m°C
k, Thermal conductivity o f insulation W /m°C
m mass flow rate sccm
ms mass flow rate through sensor sccm
mass flow rate through main meter block sccm
I Current A
y
Y OUT Bridge output voltage V
a Thermal coefficient o f resistance oC -1
Q Electrical power input W
q H eat input per unit length W /m
q Heat input per unit volume W /m 3
A Cross-sectional area o f a tube or pipe m2
Specific heat capacity J / ( k g  °C)
R Electrical resistance •
• Gas density kg/m3
C onolis acceleration m/s2
f Darcy friction factor -
g Acceleration due to gravity m /s2h Piezom etric head loss m
K K factor -
P Pressure N/m 2, Pa
Q. q Volumetric flow rate m 3/s
H Grid spacing in axial direction m
K, K], Kn, etc Grid spacing in radial direction m
Standard cubic centimetres per second 
Standard litres per minute
sccm
sim
